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Abstract

Nested words are a structured model of execution paths
in procedural programs, reflecting their call and return
nesting structure. Finite nested words also capture the
structure of parse trees and other tree-structured data, such
as XML.

We provide new temporal logics for finite and infi-
nite nested words, which are natural extensions of LTL,
and prove that these logics are first-order expressively-
complete. One of them is based on adding a ”within”
modality, evaluating a formula on a subword, to a logic
CaRet previously studied in the context of verifying prop-
erties of recursive state machines. The other logic is based
on the notion of a summary path that combines the linear
and nesting structures. For that logic, both model-checking
and satisfiability are shown to be EXPTIME-complete.

Finally, we prove that first-order logic over nested words
has the three-variable property, and we present a tempo-
ral logic for nested words which is complete for the two-
variable fragment of first-order.

1 Introduction

An execution of a procedural program can reveal not just
a linear sequence of program states encountered during the
execution, but also the correspondence between each point
during the execution at which a procedure is called and the
point when we return from that procedure call. This leads
naturally to the notion of a finite or infinite nested word ([4,
3, 2]). A nested word is simply a finite orω-word supplied
with an additional binary matching relation which relates
corresponding call and return points (and of course satisfies
“well-bracketing” properties). Finite nested words offeran
alternative way to view any data which has both a sequential
string structure as well as a tree-like hierarchical structure.
Examples of such data are XML documents and parse trees.

Pushdown systems (PDSs), Boolean Programs, and Re-
cursive State Machines (RSMs), are equivalent abstract
models of procedural programs, with finite data abstrac-
tion but unbounded call stack. Software model checking
technology is by now thoroughly developed for checking
ω-regular properties of runs for these models, when the
runs are viewed as ordinary words (see [5, 8, 1]). Unfor-
tunately, temporal logic andω-regular properties over ordi-
nary words are inadequate for expressing a variety of prop-
erties of program executions that are useful in interproce-
dural program analysis and software verification. These in-
clude Hoare-like pre/post conditions on procedures, stack
inspection properties, and other useful program analysis
properties that go well beyondω-regular (see [2] for some
examples). On the other hand, many such program analy-
sis properties can easily be expressed when runs are viewed
as nested words. Runs of Boolean Programs and RSMs can
naturally be viewed as nested words once we add “summary
edges” between matching calls and returns, and we can thus
hope to extend model checking technology for procedural
programs using richer temporal logics over nested words
which remain tractable for analysis.

These considerations motivated the definition of Visibly
Pushdown Languages (VPLs) [3] and the call-return tempo-
ral logic CaRet [2]. CaRet is a temporal logic over nested
words which extends LTL with new temporal operators that
allow for navigation through a nested word both via its ordi-
nary sequential structure, as well as its matching call-return
summary structure. The standard LTL model checking al-
gorithms for RSMs and PDSs can be extended to allow
model checking of CaRet, with essentially the same com-
plexity [2]. VPLs [3] are a richer class of languages that
capture MSO-definable properties of nested words. Re-
cently, results about VPLs have been recast in light of
nested words, and in particular in terms of Nested Word Au-
tomata [4] which offer a machine acceptor for (ω-)regular
nested words, with all the expected closure properties.

Over ordinary words, LTL has long been considered the
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temporal logic of choice for program verification, not only
because its temporal operators offer the right abstraction
for reasoning about events over time, but because it pro-
vides a good balance between expressiveness (first-order
complete), conciseness (can be exponentially more suc-
cinct compared to automata), and the complexity of model-
checking (linear time in the size of the finite transition sys-
tem, and PSPACE in the size of the temporal formula).

This raises the question:What is the right temporal logic
for nested words?

The question obviously need not have a unique answer,
particularly since nested words can arise in various appli-
cation domains: for example, program verification, as we
already discussed, or navigation and querying XML doc-
uments under “sequential” representation (see, e.g., [27]).
However, it is reasonable to hope that any good temporal
logic for nested words should possess the same basic quali-
ties that make LTL a good logic for ordinary words, namely:
(1) first-order expressive completeness:LTL has the same
expressive power as first-order logic over words, and we
would want the same over nested words; (2)reasonable
complexity for model checking and satisfiability;and (3)
nice closure properties: LTL is closed under boolean com-
binations including negation without any blow-up, and we
would want the same for a logic over nested words. Finally
(and perhaps least easy to quantify), we want (4)natural
temporal operators with simple and intuitive semantics.

Unfortunately, the logic CaRet appears to be deficient
with respect to some of these criteria: although it is easily
first-order expressible, proving incompleteness – a widely
believed conjecture – appears to be quite difficult. Also,
some temporal operators in CaRet (such as the past-time
call modalities), motivated by program analysis, may not be
viewed as particularly natural in other applications. There
is much related work in the XML community on logics for
trees (see, e.g., surveys [14, 15, 28]), but they tend to have
different kinds of deficiency for our purposes: they concen-
trate on the hierarchical structure of the data and largely
ignore its linear structure; also, they are designed for finite
trees.

We introduce and study new temporal logics over nested
words. The main logic we consider,Nested Word Tem-
poral Logic (NWTL) extends LTL with both a future and
past variant of the standard Until operator, which is inter-
preted oversummary pathsrather than the ordinary linear
sequence of positions. A summary path is the unique short-
est directed path one can take between a position in a run
and some future position, if one is allowed to use both
successor edges and matching call-return summary edges.
We show that NWTL possesses all the desirable proper-
ties we want from a temporal logic on nested words. In
particular, it is both first-order expressively complete and
has good model checking complexity. Indeed we provide

a tableaux construction which translates an NWTL formula
into a Nested Word Automaton, enabling the standard au-
tomata theoretic approach to model checking of Boolean
Programs and RSMs with complexity that is polynomial in
the size the model and EXPTIME in the size of the formula.

We then explore some alternative temporal logics, which
extend variants of CaRet with variants of unary “Within”
operators proposed in [2], and we show that these exten-
sions are also FO-complete. However, we observe that the
model checking and satisfiability problems for these logics
are 2EXPTIME-complete. These logics are – provably –
more concise than NWTL, but we pay for conciseness with
added complexity.

It follows from our proof of FO-completeness for NWTL
that over nested words, every first-order formula with one
free variable can be expressed using only 3 variables. More
generally, we show, using EF games, that 3 variables suffice
for expressing any first order formula with two or fewer free
variables, similarly to the case of words [13] or finite trees
[19]. Finally, we show that a natural unary temporal logic
over nested words is expressively complete for first-order
logic with 2 variables, echoing a similar result known for
unary temporal logic over ordinary words [9].
Related Work. VPLs and nested words were introduced
in [3, 4]. The logic CaRet was defined in [2] with the goal
of expressing and checking some natural non-regular pro-
gram specifications. The theory of VPLs and CaRet has
been recast in light of nested words in [4]. Other aspects of
nested words (automata characterizations, games, model-
checking) were further studied in [1, 4, 2, 16]. It was also
observed that nested words are closely related to a sequen-
tial, or “event-based” API for XML known as SAX [24] (as
opposed to a tree-based DOM API [7]). SAX representation
is very important in streaming applications, and questions
related to recognizing classes of nested words by the usual
word automata have been addressed in [27, 6].

While finite nested words can indeed be seen as XML
documents under the SAX representation, and while much
effort has been spent over the past decade on languages
for tree-structured data (see, e.g. [14, 15, 28] for surveys),
adapting the logics developed for tree-structured data is not
as straightforward as it might seem, even though from the
complexity point of view, translations between the DOM
and the SAX representations are easy [26]. The main prob-
lem is that most such logics rely on the tree-based repre-
sentation and ignore the linear structure, making the nat-
ural navigation through nested words rather unnatural un-
der the tree representation. Translations between DOM and
SAX are easy for first-order properties, but verifying nav-
igational properties expressed in first-order is necessarily
non-elementary even for words if one wants to keep the
data complexity linear [10]. On the other hand, logics for
XML tend to have good model-checking properties (at least
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in the finite case), typically matching the complexity of
LTL [11, 21]. We do employ such logics (e.g., those in
[18, 19, 25]) in the proof of the expressive completeness of
NWTL, first by using syntactic translations that reconcile
both types of navigation, and then by combining them with
a composition game argument that extends the result to the
infinite case, which is not considered in the XML setting.
This, however, involves a nontrivial amount of work. Fur-
thermore, “within” operators do not have any natural analog
on trees, and the proof for them is done by a direct compo-
sition argument on nested words.

Organization. Basic notations are given in Section 2.
Section 3 defines temporal logics on nested words, and
Section 4 presents expressive completeness results. We
study model-checking in Section 5, and in Section 6 we
prove the 3-variable property and present a logic for the 2-
variable fragment. Due to space limitations, proofs are only
sketched here.

2 Nested Words

A matchingon N or an interval[1, n] of N consists of
a binary relationµ and two unary relationscall andret,
satisfying the following: (1) ifµ(i, j) holds thencall(i)
andret(j) andi < j; (2) if µ(i, j) andµ(i, j′) hold then
j = j′ and if µ(i, j) andµ(i′, j) hold theni = i′; (3) if
i ≤ j andcall(i) andret(j) then there existsi ≤ k ≤ j
such that eitherµ(i, k) or µ(k, j).

Let Σ be a finite alphabet. Afinite nested wordof length
n over Σ is a tuplew̄ = (w, µ, call, ret), wherew =
a1 . . . an ∈ Σ∗, and(µ, call, ret) is a matching on[1, n].
A nestedω-word is a tuplew̄ = (w, µ, call, ret), where
w = a1 . . . ∈ Σω, and(µ, call, ret) is a matching onN.

We say that a positioni in a nested word̄w is acall po-
sition if call(i) holds; areturn position if ret(i) holds;
and aninternal position if it is neither a call nor a return.
If µ(i, j) holds, we say thati is the matching call ofj,
andj is the matching return ofi, and writec(j) = i and
r(i) = j. Calls without matching returns arependingcalls,
and returns without matching calls arependingreturns. A
nested word is said to bewell-matchedif no calls or returns
are pending. Note that for well-matched nested words, the
unary predicatescall andret are uniquely specified by
the relationµ.

A nested wordw̄ = (w, µ, call, ret) is represented
as a first-order structure:〈U , (Pa)a∈Σ , < , µ , call , ret 〉,
whereU is {1, . . . , n} if w is a finite word of lengthn and
N if w̄ is a nestedω-word;< is the usual ordering,Pa is the
set of positions labeleda, and(µ, call, ret) is the match-
ing relation. When we talk about first-order logic (FO) over
nested words, we assume FO over such structures.

For a nested word̄w, and two elementsi, j of w̄, we
denote byw̄[i, j] the substructure of̄w (i.e. a finite nested

word) induced by elements̀such thati ≤ ` ≤ j. If j < i
we assume that̄w[i, j] is the empty nested word. For nested
ω-wordsw̄, w̄[i,∞] denotes the substructure induced by el-
ementsl ≥ i. When this is clear from the context, we do not
distinguish references to positions in subwordsw̄[i, j] and
w̄ itself, e.g. we shall often write(w̄[i, j], i) |= ϕ to mean
thatϕ is true at the first position of̄w[i, j].

3 Temporal Logics over Nested Words

We now describe our approach to temporal logics for
nested words. It is similar to the approach taken by the logic
CaRet [2]. Namely, we shall consider LTL-like logics that
define the next/previous and until/since operators for vari-
ous types of paths in nested words.

All the logics will be able to refer to propositional letters,
including the base unary relationscall andret, and will
be closed under all Boolean combinations. We shall write>
for true and⊥ for false. For all the logics we shall define the
notion of satisfaction with respect to a position in a nested
word, writing(w̄, i) |= ϕ when the formulaϕ is true in the
positioni of the wordw̄.

Since nested words are naturally represented as transi-
tion systems with two binary relations – the successor and
the matching relation – in all our logics we introducenext
operators© and©µ. The semantics of those is standard:
(w̄, i) |= ©ϕ iff (w̄, i+1) |= ϕ, (w̄, i) |= ©µϕ iff i is a call
with a matching returnj (i.e.µ(i, j) holds) and(w̄, j) |= ϕ.
Likewise, we shall havepastoperators� and�µ: that is,
�ϕ is true in positioni > 1 iff ϕ is true in positioni − 1,
and�µϕ is true in positionj if j is a return position with
matching calli andϕ is true ati.

The until/since operatorsdepend on what a path is. In
general, there are various notions of paths through a nested
word. We shall consider until/since operators for paths that
are unambiguous: that is, for every pair of positionsi andj
with i < j, there could be at most one path between them.
Then, with respect to any such given notion of a path, we
have the until and since operators with the usual semantics:

• (w̄, i) |= ϕUψ iff there is a positionj ≥ i and a path
i = i0 < i1 < . . . < ik = j between them such that
(w̄, j) |= ψ and(w̄, ip) |= ϕ for every0 ≤ p < k.

• (w̄, i) |= ϕSψ iff there is a positionj ≤ i and a path
j = i0 < i1 < . . . < ik = i between them such that
(w̄, j) |= ψ and(w̄, ip) |= ϕ for every0 < p ≤ k.

The approach of CaRet was to introduce three types of
paths, based on the linear successor (calledlinear paths),
the call-return relation (calledabstract paths), and the in-
nermost call relation (calledcall paths).

To define those, we need the notionsC(i) andR(i) for
each positioni – these are the innermost call within which
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the current actioni is executed, and its corresponding re-
turn. Formally,C(i) is the greatest matched call position
j < i whose matching return is afteri (if such a call po-
sition exists), andR(i) is the least matched return position
` > i whose matching call is beforei.

Definition 3.1 (Linear, call and abstract paths) Given
positionsi < j, a sequencei = i0 < i1 < . . . < ik = j is

• a linear pathif ip+1 = ip + 1 for all p < k;

• a call pathif ip = C(ip+1) for all p < k;

• anabstract pathif

ip+1 =

{

r(ip) if ip is a matched call

ip + 1 otherwise.

We shall denote until/since operators corresponding to
these paths byU/S for linear paths,Uc/Sc for call paths,
andU

a/Sa for abstract paths.1

Our logics will have some of the next/previous and un-
til/since operators. Some examples are:

• When we restrict ourselves to the purely linear frag-
ment, our operators are© and�, andU andS, i.e.
precisely LTL (with past operators).

• The logic CaRet [2] has the following operators: the
next operators© and©µ; the linear and abstract untils
(i.e.,U andUa), the call since (i.e.,Sc) and a previous
operator�c that will be defined in Section 4.2.

Another notion of a path combines both the linear and
the nesting structure. It is the shortest path between two
positionsi andj. Unlike an abstract path, it decides when
to skip a call based on positionj. Basically, a summary path
from i to j moves along successor edges until it finds a call
positionk. If k has a matching returǹsuch thatj appears
after`, then the summary path skips the entire call fromk
to ` and continues from̀; otherwise the path continues as a
successor path. Note that every abstract path is a summary
path, but there are summary paths that are not abstract paths.

Definition 3.2 A summary pathbetweeni < j in a nested
word w̄ is a sequencei = i0 < i1 < . . . < ik = j such that
for all p < k,

ip+1 =

{

r(ip) if ip is a matched call andj ≥ r(ip)

ip + 1 otherwise

The corresponding until/since operators are denoted byU
σ

andS
σ.

1Our definition of abstract path differs very slightly from that in [2]:
there ifip is not a call andip + 1 is a return, the path stops. This does not
affect the results in any significant way: in fact for summarypaths, to be
defined shortly, adding the same stopping condition resultsin an equivalent
logic that is used heavily in the proof of expressive completeness.

For example, in the figure below,〈2, 4, 5〉 is a call path,
〈3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10〉 is both an abstract and a summary path;
and 〈3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9〉 is a summary path but not an abstract
path (as9 occurs inside a callµ(8, 10), there is actually no
abstract path from3 to 9).

111 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

4 Expressive Completeness

In this section we study logics that are expressively com-
plete for FO, i.e. temporal logics that have exactly the same
power as FO formulas in one free variable over finite and
infinite nested words. In other words, for every formulaϕ
of an expressively complete temporal logic there is an FO
formulaϕ′(x) such that(w̄, i) |= ϕ iff w̄ |= ϕ′(i) for every
nested word̄w and positioni in it, and conversely, for every
FO formulaψ(x) there is a temporal formulaψ′ such that
w̄ |= ψ(i) iff (w̄, i) |= ψ′.

Our starting point is a logic NWTL (nested-word tempo-
ral logic) based on summary paths introduced in the previ-
ous section. We show that this logic is expressively com-
plete (and of course remains expressively complete under
the addition of operators present in logics inspired by veri-
fication of properties of execution paths in programs). This
latter remark will be of importance later, when we study the
complexity of model checking.

We then look at logics close to those in the verification
literature, i.e. with operators such as call and abstract until
and since, and ask what needs to be added to them to get
expressive completeness. We confirm a conjecture of [2]
that awithin operator is what’s needed: such an operator
evaluates a formula on a nested subword.

4.1 Expressive completeness and NWTL

The logic NWTL (nested words temporal logic) has next
and previous operators, as well as until and since with re-
spect to summary paths. That is, its formulas are given by:

ϕ,ϕ′ := > | a | call | ret | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ′ |
©ϕ | ©µϕ | �ϕ | �µϕ |
ϕU

σϕ′ | ϕS
σϕ′

where a ranges overΣ. We use abbreviationsint for
¬call ∧ ¬ret (true in an internal position). Note that in
the absence of pending calls and returns,call andret are
definable as©µ> and�µ>, respectively.

Theorem 4.1 NWTL = FO over both finite and infinite
nested words.
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Proof sketch. Translation of NWTL into FO is quite
straightforward, but we show how to do it carefully, to get
the 3-variable property. For the converse, we define yet an-
other notion of path, called a strict summary path, that is
different from summary paths in two ways. First, if it skips
a call, it jumps fromi not tor(i) but r(i) + 1. Second, if it
reaches a matched return position, it stops. We then look at
the logic NWTLs in which the semantics of until and since
is modified so that they refer to strict summary paths. We
then show that NWTLs ⊆ NWTL andFO ⊆ NWTLs.

The former is by a direct translation. The proof of
FO ⊆ NWTLs is in two parts. First we deal with the fi-
nite case. We look at the standard translation from nested
words into binary trees. If a matched call positioni is trans-
lated into a nodes of a tree, then the first position inside
the call is translated into the right successor ofs, and the
linear successor ofr(i) is translated into the left successor
of s. If i is an internal position, or an unmatched call or
return position, its linear successor is translated into the left
successor ofs. With this translation, strict summary paths
become paths in a tree.

We next use until/since-based logics for trees from [18,
25]. By a slight adaptation of techniques from these papers
(in particular using the separation property from [18]), we
prove expressive completeness of a translation of NWTLs

into a tree logic, and then derive expressive completeness of
NWTLs for finite nested words.

In the infinite case, we combine the finite case and the
separation property of [18] with Kamp’s theorem and the
separation property of LTL. Note that a nestedω-word
is translated into an infinite tree with exactly one infinite
branch. A composition argument that labels positions of
that branch with types of subtrees reduces each FO formula
to an LTL formula over that branch in which propositions
are types of subtrees, expressible in NWTLs by the proof
in the finite case. Using the separation properties, we then
show how to translate such a description into NWTLs. 2

Recall thatFOk stands for a fragment of FO that consists
of formulas which use at mostk variables in total. First,
from our translation from NWTL to FO we get:

Corollary 4.2 Over nested words, everyFO formula with
at most one free variable is equivalent to anFO3 formula.

Furthermore, for FOsentences, we can eliminate the
since operator.

Corollary 4.3 For everyFO sentenceΦ over finite or in-
finite nested words, there is a formulaϕ of NWTL that
does not use the since operatorS

σ such thatw̄ |= Φ iff
(w̄, 1) |= ϕ.

The previous operators� and�µ, however, are needed
even for FO sentences over nested words. This situation
is quite different thus from LTL, for which the separation

property says that FO sentences over the usual, unnested,
words can be evaluated without using the previous� and
since S operators. Let NWTLfuture be the fragment of
NWTL that does not useSσ and the operators� and�µ.

Proposition 4.4 There areFOsentences over nested words
that cannot be expressed inNWTLfuture.

Proof sketch. Let w̄1 andw̄2 be two well-matched nested
words, of lengthn1 andn2 respectively. We first show
that, for every NWTLfuture formula, there is an integerk
such thatw̄1[i1, n1] ≡k w̄2[i2, n2] implies(w̄1, i1) |= ϕ iff
(w̄2, i2) |= ϕ. Here≡k means that Player II has a win in
thek-round Ehrenfeucht-Fraı̈ssé game. This follows from
expressive-completeness and properties of future formulas.
Using this, we show that there is no NWTLfuture formula
equivalent to©µ> ∧ ©µ�a (checking whether the first
position is a call, and the position preceding its matching
return is labeleda). 2

Note also that adding all other until/since pairs to NWTL
does not change its expressiveness. That is, if we let
NWTL+ be NWTL+ {U,S,Uc,Sc,Ua,Sa}, then:

Corollary 4.5 NWTL+ = FO.

Later, when we deal with model-checking, we shall
prove upper bound results for NWTL+ that, while expres-
sively complete for FO, allows more operators.

4.2 Thewithin operator

We now go back to the three until/since operators origi-
nally proposed for temporal logics on nested words, based
on the the linear, call, and abstract paths. In other words,
our basic logic, denoted by LTLµ, is

ϕ,ϕ′ := > | a | call | ret | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ′ |
©ϕ | ©µϕ | �ϕ | �µϕ |
ϕUϕ′ | ϕSϕ′ | ϕU

cϕ′ | ϕS
cϕ′ | ϕU

aϕ′ | ϕS
aϕ′

We now extend this logic with the followingwithin op-
erator proposed in [2]. Ifϕ is a formula, thenWϕ is a for-
mula, and(w̄, i) |= Wϕ iff i is a call, and(w̄[i, j], i) |= ϕ,
wherej = r(i) if i is a matched call andj = |w̄| if i is
an unmatched call. In other words,Wϕ evaluatesϕ on a
subword restricted to a single procedure. We denote such
an extended logic by LTLµ + W .

Theorem 4.6 LTLµ+W = FO over both finite and infinite
nested words.

The inclusion of LTLµ + W into FO is routine. The con-
verse is done by encoding NWTL into LTLµ + W .
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CaRet and other within operators The logic CaRet, as
defined in [2], did not have all the operators of LTLµ. In
fact it did not have the previous operators� and�µ, and
it only had linear and abstract until operators, and the call
since operator. That is, CaRet was defined as

ϕ,ϕ′ := > | a | call | ret | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ′ |
©ϕ | ©µϕ | �cϕ |
ϕUϕ′ | ϕU

aϕ′ | ϕS
cϕ′ ,

and we assume thata ranges overΣ∪ {pret}, wherepret
is true in pending returns (which is not definable with the re-
maining operators). Here�c is the previous operator cor-
responding to call paths. Formally,(w̄, i) |= �cϕ if C(i) is
defined and(w̄, C(i)) |= ϕ.

A natural question is whether there is an expressively-
complete extension of this logic. It turns out that twowithin
operators based onC andR (the innermost call and its re-
turn) functions provide such an extension. We define two
new formulasCϕ andRϕ with the semantics as follows:

• (w̄, i) |= Cϕ iff w̄[j, i] |= ϕ, wherej = C(i) if C(i) is
defined, andj = 1 otherwise.

• (w̄, i) |= Rϕ if w̄[i, j] |= ϕ, wherej = R(i) if R(i)
is defined, andj = |w̄| (if w̄ is finite) or∞ (if w̄ is
infinite) otherwise.

Theorem 4.7 CaRet+ {C,R} = FO over both finite and
infinite nested words.

The proof of this result is somewhat involved, and relies
on different techniques. The operators used in CaRet do not
correspond naturally to tree translations of nested words,
and the lack of all until/since pairs makes a translation from
NWTL hard. We thus use a composition argumentdirectly
on nested words.

5 Model-Checking and Satisfiability

In this section we show that both model-checking and
satisfiability are single-exponential-time for NWTL. In fact
we prove this bound for NWTL+, an FO-complete exten-
sion of NWTL with all of U,S,Uc,Sc,Ua,Sa. We use
automata-theoretic techniques, by translating formula into
equivalent automata on nested words. We then show that
a different expressively complete logic based on adding the
within operator to CaRet requires doubly-exponential time
for model-checking, but is exponentially more succinct.

5.1 Nested word automata

A nondeterministic nested word automaton
(NWA) A over an alphabet Σ is a structure
(Q,Q0, F, Fc, δc, δi, δr, δpr) consisting of a finite set of

statesQ, a set of initial statesQ0 ⊆ Q, a set of (linear) ac-
cepting statesF ⊆ Q, a set of pending call accepting states
Fc ⊆ Q, a call-transition relationδc ⊆ Q × Σ × Q × Q,
an internal-transition relationδi ⊆ Q × Σ × Q, a
return-transition relationδr ⊆ Q × Q × Σ × Q, and a
pending-return-transition relationδpr ⊆ Q × Σ × Q. The
automatonA starts in the initial state and reads the nested
word from left to right. The state is propagated along
the linear edges as in case of a standard word automaton.
However, at a call, the nested word automaton propagates
states along the linear edges and also along the nesting edge
(if there is no matching return, then the latter is required
to be inFc for acceptance). At a matched return, the new
state is determined based on the states propagated along the
linear as well as the nesting incoming edges.

Formally, a run r of the automatonA over a nested
wordw̄ = (a1a2 . . . , µ, call, ret) is a sequenceq0, q1, . . .
of states along the linear edges, and a sequenceq′i, for
every call positioni, of states along nesting edges, such
that q0 ∈ Q0 and for each positioni, if i is a call then
(qi−1, ai, qi, q

′
i) ∈ δc; if i is internal, then(qi−1, ai, qi) ∈

δi; if i is a return such thatµ(j, i), then(qi−1, q
′
j , ai, qi) ∈

δr; and if i is an unmatched return then(qi−1, ai, qi) ∈ δpr.
The runr is accepting if (1) for all pending callsi, q′i ∈ Fc,
and (2) the final stateq` ∈ F for finite word of length`,
and for infinitely many positionsi, qi ∈ F , for nestedω-
words. The automatonA accepts the nested word̄w if it
has an accepting run over̄w.

Nested word automata have the same expressiveness as
the monadic second order logic over nested words, and the
language emptiness can be checked in polynomial-time [4].

5.2 Tableau construction

We now show how to build an NWA accepting the satis-
fying models of a formula of NWTL+. This leads to deci-
sion procedures for satisfiability and model checking.

Let us first consider special kinds of summary paths:
summary-downpaths are allowed to use only call edges
(from a call to the first position inside the call), nesting
edges (from a call to its matching return), and internal edges
(from an internal or return position to a call or internal po-
sition). Summary-uppaths are allowed to use only return
edges (from a position preceding a return to the return),
nesting edges and internal edges. We will useU

σ↓ and
U
σ↑ to denote the corresponding until operators. Observe

thatϕU
σψ is equivalent toϕU

σ↑(ϕU
σ↓ψ).

Given a formulaϕ, we wish to construct a nested word
automatonAϕ whose states correspond to sets of subformu-
las ofϕ. Intuitively, given a nested word̄w, a runr, which
is a linear sequenceq0q1 . . . of states and statesq′i labeling
nesting edges from call positions, should be such that each
stateqi is precisely the set of formulas that hold at position
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i+1. The labelq′i is used to remember abstract-next formu-
las that hold at positioni and the abstract-previous formulas
that hold at matching return. For clarity of presentation, we
focus on formulas with next operators© and©µ, and until
over summary-down paths. It is easy to modify the con-
struction to allow other types of untils and past operators.

Given a formulaϕ, the closure ofϕ, denoted bycl(ϕ),
is the smallest set that satisfies the following properties:
cl(ϕ) containsϕ, call, ret, int, and©ret; if either
¬ψ, or ©ψ or ©µψ is in cl(ϕ) then ψ ∈ cl(ϕ); if
ψ ∨ ψ′ ∈ cl(ϕ), thenψ, ψ′ ∈ cl(ϕ); if ψU

σ↓ψ′ ∈ cl(ϕ),
thenψ, ψ′, ©(ψU

σ↓ψ′), and©µ(ψU
σ↓ψ′) are incl(ϕ);

and if ψ ∈ cl(ϕ) andψ is not of the form¬θ (for anyθ),
then¬ψ ∈ cl(ϕ). It is straightforward to see that the size of
cl(ϕ) is only linear in the size ofϕ. Henceforth, we identify
¬¬ψ with the formulaψ.

An atomof ϕ is a setΦ ⊆ cl(ϕ) that satisfies:

• For everyψ ∈ cl(ϕ), ψ ∈ Φ iff ¬ψ 6∈ Φ .

• For every formulaψ ∨ ψ′ ∈ cl(ϕ), ψ ∨ ψ′ ∈ Φ iff
(ψ ∈ Φ orψ′ ∈ Φ).

• For every formulaψU
σ↓ψ′ ∈ cl(ϕ), ψU

σ↓ψ′ ∈ Φ
iff either ψ′ ∈ Φ or (ψ ∈ Φ and©ret 6∈ Φ and either
©(ψU

σ↓ψ′) ∈ Φ or©µ(ψU
σ↓ψ′) ∈ Φ).

• Φ contains exactly one of the elements in the set
{call, ret, int}.

These clauses capture local consistency requirements.
Given a formulaϕ, we build a nested word automaton

Aϕ as follows. The alphabetΣ is 2AP , whereAP is the set
of atomic propositions.

1. Atoms ofϕ are states ofAϕ;

2. An atomΦ is an initial state iffϕ ∈ Φ;

3. For atomsΦ,Ψ and a symbola ⊆ AP , (Φ, a,Ψ) is an
internal transition ofAϕ iff (a) int ∈ Φ; and (b) for
p ∈ AP , p ∈ a iff p ∈ Φ; and (c) for each©ψ ∈
cl(ϕ), ψ ∈ Ψ iff ©ψ ∈ Φ; (d) for each©µψ ∈ cl(ϕ),
©µψ 6∈ Φ.

4. For atomsΦ,Ψl,Ψh and a symbola ⊆ AP ,
(Φ, a,Ψl,Ψh) is a call transition ofAϕ iff (a) call ∈
Φ; and (b) forp ∈ AP , p ∈ a iff p ∈ Φ; and (c) for
each©ψ ∈ cl(ϕ), ψ ∈ Ψl iff ©ψ ∈ Φ; and (d) for
each©µψ ∈ cl(ϕ), ©µψ ∈ Ψh iff ©µψ ∈ Φ.

5. For atomsΦl,Φh,Ψ and a symbola ⊆ AP ,
(Φl,Φh, a,Ψ) is a return transition ofAϕ iff (a) ret ∈
Φl; and (b) forp ∈ AP , p ∈ a iff p ∈ Φl; and (c) for
each©ψ ∈ cl(ϕ), ψ ∈ Ψ iff ©ψ ∈ Φl; and (d) for
each©µψ ∈ cl(ϕ), ©µψ ∈ Φh iff ψ ∈ Φl.

6. For atomsΦ,Ψ and a symbola ⊆ AP , (Φ, a,Ψ) is a
pending-return transition ofAϕ iff (a) ret ∈ Φ; and
(b) for p ∈ AP , p ∈ a iff p ∈ Φ; and (c) for each

©ψ ∈ cl(ϕ), ψ ∈ Ψ iff ©ψ ∈ Φ; (d) for each©µψ ∈
cl(ϕ), ©µψ 6∈ Φ.

The transition relation ensures that the current symbol is
consistent with the atomic propositions in the current state,
and next operators requirements are correctly propagated.

An atom Φ belongs to the setFc iff Φ does not con-
tain any abstract-next formula, and this ensures that, in an
accepting run, at a pending call, no requirements are prop-
agated along the nesting edge. For each until-formulaψ in
the closure, letFψ be the set of atoms that either do not con-
tainψ or contain the second argument ofψ. Then a nested
word w̄ over the alphabet2AP satisfiesϕ iff there is a run
r of Aϕ overw̄ such that for each until-formulaψ ∈ cl(ϕ),
for infinitely many positionsi, qi ∈ Fψ. Thus,

Theorem 5.1 For a formulaϕ of NWTL+, one can effec-
tively construct a nondeterministic Büchi nested word au-
tomatonAϕ of size2O(|ϕ|) accepting the models ofϕ.

Since the automatonAϕ is exponential in the size ofϕ,
we can check satisfiability ofϕ in exponential-time by test-
ing emptiness ofAϕ. EXPTIME-hardness follows from the
corresponding hardness result for CaRet.

Corollary 5.2 The satisfiability problem forNWTL+ is
EXPTIME-complete.

When programs are modeled by nested word automata
A (or equivalently, pushdown automata, or recursive state
machines), and specifications are given by formulasϕ of
NWTL+, we can use the classical automata-theoretic ap-
proach: negate the specification, build the NWAA¬ϕ ac-
cepting models that violateϕ, take the product with the pro-
gramA, and test for emptiness ofL(A)∩L(A¬ϕ). Note that
the program typically will be given more compactly, say, as
a Boolean program [5], and thus, the NWAA may itself be
exponential in the size of the input.

Corollary 5.3 Model checkingNWTL+ specifications with
respect to Boolean programs isEXPTIME-complete.

5.3 Checkingwithin operator

We now show that addingwithin operators makes model-
checking doubly exponential. Given a formulaϕ of NWTL
or NWTL+, let pϕ be a special proposition that does not
appear inϕ. Let Wϕ be the language of nested wordsw̄
such that for each positioni, (w̄, i) |= pϕ iff (w̄, i) |= Wϕ.
We construct a doubly-exponential automatonB that cap-
turesWϕ. First, using the tableau construction for NWTL+,
we construct an exponential-size automatonA that captures
nested words that satisfyϕ. Intuitively, every time a propo-
sitionpϕ is encountered, we want to start a new copy ofA,
and a state ofB keeps track of states of multiple copies of
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A. At a call,B guesses whether the call has a matching re-
turn or not. In the latter case, we need to maintain pairs of
states ofA so that the join at return positions can be done
correctly. A state ofB, then, is either a set of states ofA or a
set of pairs of states ofA. We explain the latter case. A pair
(q, q′) belongs to the state ofB, while reading positioni of a
nested word̄w, if the subword fromi to the first unmatched
return can takeA from q to q′. When reading an internal
symbola, a summary(q, q′) in the current state can be up-
dated to(u, q′), providedA has an internal transition fromq
to u ona. LetB read a call symbola. Consider a summary
(q, q′) in the current state, and a call-transition(q, a, ql, qh)
ofA. ThenB guesses the return transition(ul, qh, b, u) that
will be used byA at the matching return, and sends the
summary(ql, ul) along the call edge and the triple(b, u, q′)
along the nesting edge. While processing a return symbol
b, the current state ofB must contain summaries only of
the form (q, q) where the two states match, and for each
summary(b, u, q′) retrieved from the state along the nesting
edge, the new state contains(u, q′). Finally,B must enforce
thatWϕ holds whenpϕ is read. Only a call symbola can
containpϕ, and when reading such a symbol,B guesses a
call transition(q0, a, ql, qh), whereq0 is the initial state of
A, and a return transition(ul, qh, b, qf), whereqf is an ac-
cepting state ofA, and sends the summary(ql, ul) along the
call edge and the symbolb along the nesting edge.

Lemma 5.4 For every formulaϕ of NWTL+, there is a
nested word automaton that accepts the languageWϕ and
has size doubly-exponential in|ϕ|.

Consider a formulaϕ of NWTL++W . For every within-
subformulaWϕ of ϕ, let ϕ′ be obtained fromϕ by substi-
tuting each top-level subformulaWψ in ϕ by the propo-
sition pψ. Each of these primed formulas is a formula of
NWTL+. Then, if we take the product of the nested word
automata acceptingWϕ′ corresponding to all the within-
subformulasϕ, together with the nested word automaton
Aϕ′ , the resulting language captures the set of models of
ϕ. Intuitively, the automaton forWϕ′ is ensuring that the
truth of the propositionpϕ reflects the truth of the subfor-
mulaWϕ. If ϕ itself has a within-subformulaWψ, then the
automaton forϕ treats it as an atomic propositionpψ, and
the automaton checkingpψ, running in parallel, makes sure
that the truth ofpψ correctly reflects the truth ofWψ.

For the lower bound, the decision problem for LTL
games can be reduced to the satisfiability problem for for-
mulas with linear untils and within operators [17], and this
shows that for CaRet extended with the within operator, the
satisfiability problem is 2EXPTIME-hard. We thus obtain:

Proposition 5.5 For the logicNWTL+ extended with the
within operatorW the satisfiability problem and the model
checking problem with respect to Boolean programs, are
both 2EXPTIME-complete.

Remark: checking w̄ |= ϕ for finite nested words For
finite nested words, one evaluates the complexity of check-
ing whether the given word satisfies a formula, in terms
of the length|w̄| of the word and the size of the formula.
A straightforward recursion on subformulas shows that for
NWTL formulas the complexity of this check isO(|w̄|·|ϕ|),
and for both logics withwithin operators, CaRet+ {C,R}
and LTLµ + W , it isO(|w̄|2 · |ϕ|).

5.4 Onwithin and succinctness

We saw that adding within operators to NWTL+ in-
creases the complexity of model-checking by one exponent.
In particular, there could be no polynomial-time translation
from NWTL+ + W to NWTL+. We now prove a stronger
result that gives a space bound as well: while NWTL+ +W
has the same power as NWTL+, its formulae can be ex-
ponentially more succinct than formulas NWTL+. That is,
there is a sequenceϕn, n ∈ N, of NWTL+ + W formulas
such thatϕn is of sizeO(n), and the smallest formula of
NWTL+ equivalent toϕn is of size2Ω(n). For this result,
we require nestedω-words to be over the alphabet2AP .

Theorem 5.6 NWTL+ +W is exponentially more succinct
thanNWTL+.

The proof is based upon succinctness results in [9, 22],
by adapting their examples to nested words.

6 Finite-Variable Fragments

We have already seen that FO formulas in one free vari-
able over nested words can be written using just three dis-
tinct variables, as in the case of the usual, unnested, words.
For finite nested words this is a consequence of a tree rep-
resentation of nested words and the three-variable property
for FO over finite trees [19], and for infinite nested words
this is a consequence Theorem 4.1.

In this section we prove two results. First, we give a
model-theoretic proof that FO formulas with zero, one, or
two free variables over nested words (finite or infinite) are
equivalent toFO3 formulas. Given theFO = FO3 col-
lapse, we ask whether there is a temporal logic expressively
complete forFO2, the two-variable fragment. We adapt
techniques from [9] to find a temporal logic that has the
same expressiveness asFO2 over nested words (in a vo-
cabulary that has successor relations corresponding to the
“next” temporal operators).

6.1 The three-variable property

We give a model-theoretic, rather than a syntactic, argu-
ment, that uses Ehrenfeucht-Fraı̈ssé games and shows that
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over nested words, formulas with at most two free vari-
ables are equivalent toFO3 formulas. Note that for finite
nested words, the translation into trees, already used in the
proof of Theorem 4.1, can be done using at most three vari-
ables. This means that the result of [19] establishing the
3-variable property for finite ordered unranked trees gives
us the 3-variable property for finite nested words. We prove
thatFO = FO3 over arbitrary nested words.

Theorem 6.1 Over finite or infinite nested words, everyFO
formula with at most2 free variables is equivalent to an
FO3 formula.

Proof: We look at infinite nested words since the finite
case was settled in [19]. It is more convenient to prove the
result for ordered unranked forests in which every subtree
is finite. We translate a nestedω-word into such a forest as
follows: whenµ(i, j) holds, the subword,̄w[i, j] is mapped
to a subtree with rooti, i + 1 as the first child ofi, and
j + 1 as i’s next sibling (note that this is different from
the translation into binary trees we used before). Ifi is an
internal position, or a pending call or return position, then it
has no descendants and its next sibling isi+ 1.

It is routine to define, in FO, relations�desc and�sib for
descendant and younger sibling in such a forest. Further-
more, from these relations, we can define the usual≤ and
µ in nested words using at most3 variables as follows. The
formulas forx ≤ y andµ(x, y) are given by

(y �desc x) ∨ ∃z
(

x �desc z ∧ ∃x (z ≺sib x ∧ y �desc x)
)

(y �desc x) ∧ ∀z
(

(z �desc x) → z ≤ y)
)

.

Thus, it suffices to prove the three-variable property for
such ordered forests, which will be referred to asA, B, etc.
We shall use pebble games. LetG

v
m(A, a1, b1,B, b1, b2) be

them-move,v-pebble game on structuresA andB where
initially pebblesxi are placed onai in A and bi in B.
Player II has a winning strategy forGv

m(A, a1, b1,B, b1, b2)
iff A, a1, a2 and B, b1, b2 agree on all formulas with at
mostv variables and quantifier-depthm. We know from
[13] that to prove Theorem 6.1, it suffices to show that,
for all k, if Player II has a winning strategy for the game
G

3
3k+2(A, a1, a2;B, b1, b2), then she also has a winning

strategy for the gameGk
k(A, a1, a2;B, b1, b2).

We show that Player II can win thek-pebble game by
maintaining a set of 3-pebble subgames on which she copies
Player I’s moves and decides on responses using her win-
ning strategy for these smaller 3-pebble games. The choice
of these sub-games will partition the universe|A| ∪ |B| so
that each play by Player I in thek-pebble game will be an-
swered in one3-pebble game. This is similar to the proof
that linear orderings have the 3-variable property [13].2

6.2 The two-variable fragment

In this section, we construct a temporal logic that cap-
tures the two-variable fragment of FO. Note that for fi-
nite unranked trees, a navigational logic capturingFO2 is
known [20, 19]: it corresponds to a fragment of XPath.
However, translating the basic predicates over trees into the
vocabulary of nested words requires3 variables, and thus
we cannot apply existing results even in the finite case.

SinceFO2 over a linear ordering cannot define the suc-
cessor relation but temporal logics have next operators, we
explicitly introduce successors into the vocabulary ofFO.
These successor relations in effect partition the linear edges
into three disjoint types;interior edges,call edges, andre-
turn edges, and the nesting edges (except those from a po-
sition to its linear successor) into two disjoint types;call-
returnsummaries, andcall-interior-returnsummaries.

• Si(i, j) holds iff j = i+ 1 and eitherµ(i, j) or i is not
a call andj is not a return.

• Sc(i, j) holds iff i is a call andj = i+1 is not a return;

• Sr(i, j) holds iff i is not a call andj = i+1 is a return.

• Scr(i, j) holds iff µ(i, j) and there is a path fromi to
j using only call and return edges.

• Scir(i, j) holds iff µ(i, j) and neitherj = i + 1 nor
Scr(i, j).

Let T denote the set{c, i, r, cr, cir} of all edge types. In
addition to the built-in predicatesSt for t ∈ T , we add the
transitive closureof all unions of subsets of these relations.
That is, for each non-empty setΓ ⊆ T of edge types, let
SΓ stand for the union∪t∈ΓS

t, and let≤Γ be the reflexive-
transitive closure ofSΓ. Now when we refer toFO2 over
nested words, we mean FO in the vocabulary of the unary
predicates plus all the≤Γ’s, the five successor relations, and
the built-in unarycall andret predicates.

We define a temporal logic unary-NWTL that has future
and past versions of next operators parameterized by edge
types, and eventually operators parameterized by a set of
edge types. Its formulas are given by:

ϕ := > | a | call | ret | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ′ |

©t
ϕ | �

t
ϕ | 3Γϕ |

Γ
ϕ

wherea ranges overΣ, t ranges overT , andΓ ranges over
non-empty subsets ofT . The semantics is defined in the
obvious way; for example,(w̄, i) |= 3Γϕ iff for some po-
sition i ≤Γ j, (w̄, j) |= ϕ.

For anFO2 formulaϕ(x) with one free variablex, let
qdp(ϕ) be its quantifier depth, and for a unary-NWTL for-
mulaϕ′, let odp(ϕ′) be its operator depth.

Theorem 6.2 1. unary-NWTL is expressively complete
for FO2.
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2. If formulas are viewed as DAGs (i.e identical sub-
formulas are shared), then everyFO2 formula ϕ(x)
can be converted to an equivalent unary-NWTL for-
mula ϕ′ of size 2O(|ϕ|(qdp(ϕ)+1)) and odp(ϕ′) ≤
10 qdp(ϕ). The translation is computable in time
polynomial in the size ofϕ′.

3. Model checking of unary-NWTL can be carried out
with the same worst case complexity as for NWTL.

Proof sketch. The translation from unary-NWTL intoFO2

is standard. For the other direction we adapt techniques of
[9]. Given anFO2 formulaϕ(x), the translation works a
follows. Whenϕ(x) is of the forma(x), for a proposi-
tion a, it outputsa. The cases of Boolean connectives are
straightforward. The two cases that remain are whenϕ(x)
is of the form∃xϕ∗(x) or ∃y ϕ∗(x, y). In both cases, we
say thatϕ(x) is existential. In the first case,ϕ(x) is equiv-
alent to∃y ϕ∗(y) and, viewingx as a dummy free variable
in ϕ∗(y), this reduces to the second case.

In the second case, we can rewriteϕ∗(x, y) as
β(χ0(x, y), . . . , χr−1(x, y), ξ0(x), . . . , ξs−1(x), ζ0(y),
. . . , ζt−1(y)), whereβ is a propositional formula, eachχi
is an atomic order formula, andξi’s andζi’s are atomic or
existentialFO2 formulas with quantifier depth< qdp(ϕ).
In order to be able to recurse on subformulas ofϕ we have
to separate theξi’s from theζi’s. For that, we consider mu-
tually exclusive and completeorder typesthat enumerate
possible order relations betweenx and y with respect to
differentSt’s. Under each order type, each atomic order
formula evaluates to either> or ⊥. Furthermore, ifτ is
an order type,ψ(x) anFO2 formula, andψ′ an equivalent
unary-NWTL formula, one can obtain a unary-NWTL for-
mulaτ〈ψ〉 equivalent to∃y(τ ∧ ψ(y)). Using this and the
hypothesis forξ′i for i < s andζ′i(x) we can computeϕ′.

Model checking for unary-NWTL can be carried out
with the same complexity as NWTL, by adapting the
tableaux construction in Section 5. 2
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A Proofs and Intermediate Results

Some terminology

Thequantifier rank(or quantifier depth) of anFO formulaϕ is the depth of quantifier nesting inϕ. Therank-k typeof a
structureM over a relational vocabulary is the set{ϕ | M |= ϕ and the quantifier rank ofϕ is k}, whereϕ ranges over FO
sentences over the vocabulary. It is well-known that there are finitely many rank-k types for allk, and for each rank-k typeτ
there is anFO sentenceϕτ such thatM |= ϕτ iff the rank-k type ofM is τ . Sometimes we associate types with formulas
that define them.

Many proofs in this paper make use ofEhrenfeucht-Fräıss̀e (EF) games. This game is played in two structures,M and
M
′, over the same vocabulary, by two players,Player I and thePlayer II. In roundi Player I selects a structure, sayM, and

an elementci in the domain ofM; Player II responds by selecting an elementei in the domain ofM′. Player IIwins in k
rounds, fork ≥ 0, if {(ci, ei) | i ≤ k} defines a partial isomorphism betweenM andM

′. Also, if ā is anm-tuple in the
domain ofM andb̄ is anm-tuple in the domain ofM′, wherem ≥ 0, we write(M, ā) ≡k (M′, b̄) whenever Player II wins
in k rounds no matter how Player I plays, but starting from position (ā, b̄).

We write M ≡k M
′ iff M andM

′ have the same rank-k type, that is for everyFO sentenceϕ of quantifier rank-k,
M |= ϕ⇔ M

′ |= ϕ. It is well-known thatM ≡k M
′ iff Player II has a winning strategy in thek-round Ehrenfeucht-Fraı̈ssè

game onM andM
′.

In the proof of Theorem 6.1, we shall also usek-pebble games. In such a game, Player I and Player II have access
k matching pebbles each, and each round consists of Player I either removing, or placing, or replacing a pebble in one
structure, and Player II replicating the move in the other structure. The correspondence given by the matching pebbles should
be a partial isomorphism. If Player II can play while maintaining partial isomorphism form rounds, then the structures agree
on allFOk sentences of quantifier rank up tom; if Player II can play while maintaining partial isomorphism forever, then the
structures agree on allFOk sentences.

Proof of Theorem 4.1

We start with the easy direction NWTL⊆ FO.

Lemma A.1 For everyNWTL formulaϕ, there exists anFO formulaαϕ(x) that uses at most three variablesx, y, z such
that for every nested word̄w (finite or infinite), we have(w̄, i) |= ϕ iff w̄ |= αϕ(i).

Proof of Lemma A.1:The proof is by induction on the formulas and very simple for all the cases exceptUσ andS
σ: for

example,
α©µϕ

(x) = ∃y
(

µ(x, y) ∧ ∃x (x = y ∧ αϕ(x))
)

.

For translatingUσ, we need a few auxiliary formulas. Our first goal is to define a formulaγr(x, z) saying thatx isR(z),
i.e. the return of the innermost call within whichz is executed. For that, we start withδ(y, z) = z < y ∧ ret(y) ∧
∀x (µ(x, y) → x < z) saying thaty is a return that is preceded byz and whose matching call, if exists, precedesz, that is,y
is a candidate forR(z). Then the formulaγr(x, z) is given by

∃y (y = x ∧ δ(y, z)) ∧ ∀y (δ(y, z) → y ≥ x).

Likewise, we defineγc(y, z) stating that thaty equalsC(z), that is, the innermost call within whichz is executed. Now define

χ1(y, z) = ∃x
(

γr(x, z) ∧ x ≤ y
)

, χ2(x, z) = ∃y
(

γc(y, z) ∧ y ≥ x
)

andχ(x, y, z) asχ1(y, z) ∧ χ2(x, z). Then this formula says that the summary path fromx to y does not pass throughz,
assumingx < z < y. With this,αϕUσψ(x) is given by

αψ(x) ∨ ∃y

(

y > x ∧ αϕ(x) ∧ ∃x (x = y ∧ αψ(x)) ∧ ∀z
(

(x < z < y ∧ ¬χ(x, y, z)) → ∃x (x = z ∧ αϕ(x))
)

)

The proof forϕS
σψ is similar. This concludes the proof of the lemma. 2
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In the proof of the other direction,FO ⊆ NWTL, we shall need two variants of summary paths. ASemi-Strict summary
pathbetween positionsi andj, with i < j, in a nested word̄w, is a sequencei = i0 < i1 < · · · < ik = j such that

ip+1 =

{

r(ip) + 1 if ip is a matched call andj > r(ip)

ip + 1 otherwise.

That is, when skipping a call, instead of jumping to the matching return position, a semi-strict path will jump to its successor.
A strict summary pathis a semi-strict summary pathi = i0 < i1 < i2 < · · · < ik = j in which noip with p < k is

a matched return position. In other words, a strict summary path stops if it reaches a matched return position. In particular
there may be positionsi < j in a nested word such that no strict summary path exists between them. The until/since operators
for semi-strict summary paths and strict summary paths willbe denoted byUσ

ss/S
σ
ss andU

σ
s /S

σ
s , respectively. Versions of

NWTL in which U
σ/Sσ are replaced byUσ

ss/S
σ
ss (or Uσ

s /S
σ
s ) will be denoted by NWTLss as NWTLs.

We will usemret for ret∧�µ>, andmcall for call∧©µ>, to capture matching return and call positions, respectively.
The proof is based on two lemmas.

Lemma A.2 NWTLs ⊆ NWTLss ⊆ NWTL.

Lemma A.3 FO ⊆ NWTLs.

This of course implies the theorem: NWTL⊆ FO ⊆ NWTLs ⊆ NWTLss ⊆ NWTL. Note that as a corollary we also
obtain NWTLs = NWTLss = FO.

Proof of Lemma A.2:For translating an NWTLs formulaϕ into an equivalent formulaαϕ of NWTLss we need to express
ψU

σ
s θ with U

σ
ss, which is simply(αψ ∧ ¬ret)Uσ

ssαθ, and likewise for the since operators. For translating eachNWTLss

formulaϕ into an equivalent NWTL formulaβϕ, again we need to consider only the case of until/since operators. The
formulaψU

σ
ssθ is translated into

βθ ∨

(

βψ ∧

((

(βψ ∨ ret) ∧ (¬call → ©βψ)

)

U
σ

(

(βψ ∨ ret) ∧ (¬call → ©βθ) ∧ (call → (©βθ ∨©µ©βθ ∨©(¬ret ∧ γ)))

)))

, (1)

whereγ is a formula defined as follows:

(

(βψ ∨ ret) ∧ (¬call → ©βψ) ∧ (©ret → call)

)

U
σ

(

(βψ ∨ ret) ∧ (¬call → ©βθ) ∧ (call → (©βθ ∨©µ©βθ))

)

The translation forSσss is similar. The proof that the translation is correct is by induction on the structure of NWTLss

formulas. Again we need to consider only the case of until/since operators. Assume thatψ, θ are equivalent toβψ and
βθ, respectively. We need to prove thatψU

σ
ssθ is equivalent to (1). We only show here that if(w̄, i) satisfies (1), then

(w̄, i) |= ψU
σ
ssθ, as the other direction is similar. Given that(w̄, i) satisfies (1), either(w̄, i) |= βθ or (w̄, i) satisfies the

right-hand-side of the outer disjunction of (1). Given thatβθ andθ are equivalent, in the former case(w̄, i) |= ψU
σ
ssθ.

Thus, assume that the latter case holds. Then(w̄, i) |= ψ, sinceψ andβψ are equivalent, and there exists a summary path
i = i0 < i1 < · · · < ip such that:

(w̄, ik) |= (βψ ∨ ret) ∧ (¬call → ©βψ) 0 ≤ k < p
(w̄, ip) |= (βψ ∨ ret) ∧ (¬call → ©βθ) ∧ (call → (©βθ ∨©µ©βθ ∨©(¬ret ∧ γ)))

We consider three cases.

1. First, assume thatip is not a call position. Then given that(w̄, ip) |= (¬call → ©βθ), we have that(w̄, ip + 1) |= βθ.
Only one semi-strict summary path with endpointsi andip + 1 can be obtained from the sequencei0 < i1 < · · · <
ip < ip + 1 by removing some positions; leti = j0 < j1 < · · · < j` = ip + 1 be that semi-strict summary path.
Then we have that(w̄, j`) |= θ since(w̄, ip + 1) |= βθ. Next we show that(w̄, jk) |= ψ for everyk ∈ [0, ` − 1].
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If k = 0, then the property holds since(w̄, i) |= ψ. Assume thatk ∈ [1, ` − 1]. If jk is not a return position, then
(w̄, jk) |= ψ since(w̄, jk) |= (βψ ∨ ret). If jk is a return position, then given thatjk is in the semi-strict summary
path fromj0 to j`, we have thatjk − 1 is also in this semi-strict summary path and is not a call position. Thus, given
that (w̄, jk − 1) |= (¬call → ©βψ), we have that(w̄, jk) |= βψ. We conclude that(w̄, jk) |= ψ and, hence,
(w̄, i) |= ψU

σ
ssθ.

2. Second, assume thatip is a call position and(w̄, ip) |= ©βθ ∨ ©µ©βθ. Then there exists a positionip+1 > ip such
that(w̄, ip+1) |= βθ andip+1 is eitherip + 1 or the linear successor of the matching return ofip. Only one semi-strict
summary path with endpointsi andip+1 can be obtained from the sequencei0 < i1 < · · · < ip < ip+1 by removing
some positions; leti = j0 < j1 < · · · < j` = ip+1 be that semi-strict summary path. Then we have that(w̄, j`) |= θ
since(w̄, ip+1) |= βθ. Next we show that(w̄, jk) |= ψ for everyk ∈ [0, `− 1]. If k = 0, then the property holds since
(w̄, i) |= ψ. Assume thatk ∈ [1, `− 1]. If jk is not a return position, then(w̄, jk) |= ψ since(w̄, jk) |= (βψ ∨ ret). If
jk is a return position, then given thatjk is in the semi-strict summary path fromj0 to j`, we have thatjk − 1 is also in
this semi-strict summary path and is not a call position. Thus, given that(w̄, jk − 1) |= (¬call → ©βψ), we have that
(w̄, jk) |= βψ. We conclude that(w̄, jk) |= ψ and, hence,(w̄, i) |= ψU

σ
ssθ.

3. Third, assume thatip is a call position and(w̄, ip) |= ©(¬ret∧γ). Then there exists a pathip+1 = ip+1 < ip+2 . . . <
iq such that:

(w̄, ik) |= (βψ ∨ ret) ∧ (¬call → ©βψ) ∧ (©ret → call) p+ 1 ≤ k < q
(w̄, iq) |= (βψ ∨ ret) ∧ (¬call → ©βθ) ∧ (call → (©βθ ∨©µ©βθ))

Next we show that ifip is a matched call with returnjp, theniq < jp. On the contrary, assume thatiq ≥ jp. On the
contrary, assume thatiq ≥ jp. Then there existsk ∈ [p + 1, q] such thatik = jp. Given thatip+1 is not a return
position, we have thatq > p + 1 and, therefore,ik − 1 is also a position in the pathip+1 < ip+2 . . . < iq. But
given thatik = jp is the matching return ofip andip + 1 ≤ ik − 1, we have thatik − 1 is not a call position. Thus,
(w̄, ik − 1) 6|= ©ret → call, which contradicts the fact thatip+1 < ip+2 . . . < iq witnesses formulaγ.

To finish the proof of the lemma we need to consider two cases.

(a) Assume thatiq is not a call position. Then given that(w̄, iq) |= (¬call → ©βθ), we have that(w̄, iq + 1) |= βθ.
Furthermore, given that ifip is a matched call with returnjp, then we necessarily have thatiq < jp, we conclude
that only one semi-strict summary path with endpointsi = i0 and iq + 1 can be obtained from the sequence
i0 < i1 < · · · < iq < iq + 1 by removing some positions; leti = j0 < j1 < · · · < j` = iq + 1 be that semi-strict
summary path. Then we have that(w̄, j`) |= θ since(w̄, iq + 1) |= βθ. Next we show that(w̄, jk) |= ψ for every
k ∈ [0, ` − 1]. If k = 0, then the property holds since(w̄, i) |= ψ. Assume thatk ∈ [1, ` − 1]. If jk is not a
return position, then(w̄, jk) |= ψ since(w̄, jk) |= (βψ ∨ ret). If jk is a return position, then given thatjk is in
the semi-strict summary path fromj0 to j`, we have thatjk − 1 is also in this semi-strict summary path and is not
a call position. Thus, given that(w̄, jk − 1) |= (¬call → ©βψ), we have that(w̄, jk) |= βψ . We conclude that
(w̄, jk) |= ψ and, hence,(w̄, i) |= ψU

σ
ssθ.

(b) Finally assume thatiq is a call position. Then given that(w̄, iq) |= (call → (©βθ ∨ ©µ©βθ)), there exists
a positioniq+1 > iq such that(w̄, iq+1) |= βθ andiq+1 is eitheriq + 1 or the linear successor of the matching
return ofiq. Furthermore, given that ifip is a matched call with returnjp, then we necessarily have thatiq < jp,
we conclude that only one semi-strict summary path with endpoints i = i0 and iq+1 can be obtained from the
sequencei0 < i1 < · · · < iq < iq+1 by removing some positions; leti = j0 < j1 < · · · < j` = iq+1 be that
semi-strict summary path. Then we have that(w̄, j`) |= θ since(w̄, iq+1) |= βθ. Next we show that(w̄, jk) |= ψ
for everyk ∈ [0, `− 1]. If k = 0, then the property holds since(w̄, i) |= ψ. Assume thatk ∈ [1, `− 1]. If jk is not
a return position, then(w̄, jk) |= ψ since(w̄, jk) |= (βψ ∨ ret). If jk is a return position, then given thatjk is in
the semi-strict summary path fromj0 to j`, we have thatjk − 1 is also in this semi-strict summary path and is not
a call position. Thus, given that(w̄, jk − 1) |= (¬call → ©βψ), we have that(w̄, jk) |= βψ . We conclude that
(w̄, jk) |= ψ and, hence,(w̄, i) |= ψU

σ
ssθ.

This concludes the proof of the lemma. 2

Proof of Lemma A.3:We start with the finite case, and then show how the inclusion extends to nestedω-words.
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As a tool we shall need a slight modification of a result from [25, 18] providing an expressively complete temporal logic
for trees with at most binary branching. We consider binary trees whose domainD is a prefix-closed subset of{0, 1}∗, and
we impose a condition that ifs · 1 ∈ D thens · 0 ∈ D. When we refer to FO on trees, we assume they have two successor
relationsS0, S1 and the descendant relation� (which is just the prefix relation on strings) plus the labeling predicates, which
include two new labelspcall andpret (for pending calls and returns). Each node can be labeled by either a letter fromΣ,
or by a letter fromΣ andpcall, or by a letter fromΣ andpret (i.e. labelspcall andpret need not be disjoint from other
labels).

We also consider the following logic TLtree:

ϕ := a | ϕ ∨ ϕ | ¬ϕ |
©↓ϕ | ©↑ϕ | ©→ϕ | ©←ϕ |
ϕU↓ϕ | ϕS↓ϕ

wherea ranges overΣ ∪ {pcall, pret}, with the following semantics:

• (T, s) |= ©↓ϕ iff (T, s · i) |= ϕ either fori = 0 or i = 1;

• (T, s · i) |= ©↑ϕ iff (T, s) |= ϕ (wherei is either0 or 1);

• (T, s · 0) |= ©→ϕ iff (T, s · 1) |= ϕ;

• (T, s · 1) |= ©←ϕ iff (T, s · 0) |= ϕ;

• (T, s) |= ϕU↓ψ iff there existss′ such thats � s′, (T, s′) |= ψ, and(T, s′′) |= ϕ for all s′′ such thats � s′′ ≺ s′;

• (T, s) |= ϕS↓ψ iff there existss′ such thats′ � s, (T, s′) |= ψ, and(T, s′′) |= ϕ for all s′′ such thats′ ≺ s′′ � s.

Lemma A.4 (see [18]) For unary queries over finite binary trees,TLtree = FO.

This lemma is an immediate corollary of expressive completeness of logicXuntil from [18] on ordered unranked trees, as
for a fixed number of siblings, the until and since operators can be expressed in terms of the next and previous operators. The
result of [18] applies to arbitrary alphabets, and thus in particular to our labelings that may usepcall andpret.

Next we need a translation from nested words into binary trees, essentially the same as in [4]. For each nested wordw̄ we
have a treeTw̄ and a functionιw-t : w̄ → Tw̄ that maps each position of̄w to a node ofTw̄ as follows:

• the first position ofw̄ is mapped into the root ofTw̄;

• if s = ιw-t(i) then:

1. if i is an internal, or an unamcthed call, or an unmatched return,and is not the last position of̄w, thens has only
child s · 0 andιw-t(i+ 1) = s · 0;

2. if i is a matched call, thens has both childrens · 0 ands · 1 andιw-t(r(i) + 1) = s · 0, andιw-t(i+ 1) = s · 1.

3. if i is a matched return, then thens has no children.

Of course theΣ-labels ofi andιw-t(i) are the same. Ifi was a pending call, we labelιw-t(i) with pcall, and if i was a
pending return, we labelιw-t(i) with pret.

Note thatιw-t is a bijection, and that labelspcall andpret may only occur on the leftmost branch ofTw̄. The following
is immediate by straightforward translations.

Claim A.5 For everyFO formulaϕ(x) over nested words there is anFO formulaϕ′(x) over trees such that for every nested
word w̄ and a positioni in it, we havew̄ |= ϕ(i) iff Tw̄ |= ϕ′(ιw-t(i)).

SinceFO = TLtree by Lemma A.4, all that remains to prove is the following claim.

Claim A.6 For everyTLtree formulaϕ, there exists anNWTLs formulaϕ◦ such that for every nested word̄w and every
positioni in it, we have

(w̄, i) |= ϕ◦ ⇔ (Tw̄, ιw-t(i)) |= ϕ.
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This is now done by induction, omitting the obvious cases of propositional letters and Boolean connectives. We note that
the path in the tree betweenιw-t(i) andιw-t(j) corresponds precisely to the strict summary path fromi to j (that is, if such
a strict summary path isi = i0, i1, . . . , ik = j, thenιw-t(i0), ιw-t(i1), . . . , ιw-t(ik) is the path fromιw-t(i) to ιw-t(j) in Tw̄).
Hence, the translations of until and since operators are:

(ϕU↓ψ)◦ = ϕ◦Uσ
sψ
◦, (ϕS↓ψ)◦ = ϕ◦Sσsψ

◦.

For translating next and previous operators, and pending calls/returns, define:

mcall ≡ ©µ> (true in a matched call position);

mret ≡ �µ> (true in a matched return position).

Then the rest of the translation is as follows:

pcall◦ ≡ call ∧ ¬mcall

pret◦ ≡ ret ∧ ¬mret

(©↓ϕ)◦ ≡ ¬ret ∧
(

©ϕ◦ ∨ (call ∧©µ©ϕ◦)
)

(©↑ϕ)◦ ≡
(

�ret ∧��µϕ
◦
)

∨
(

�¬ret ∧�ϕ◦
)

(©→ϕ)◦ ≡ �ret ∧��µ©ϕ◦

(©←ϕ)◦ ≡ �call ∧�©µ©ϕ◦

Now with the proof completed for finite nested words, we extend it to the case of nestedω-words. Note that Claim A.5
continues to hold, and Claim A.6 provides a syntactic translation that applies to both finite and infinite nested words, and thus
we need to prove an analog of Lemma A.4 for trees of the formTw̄, wherew̄ ranges over nestedω-words.

If w̄ is an nestedω-word, thenTw̄ has exactly one infinite branch, which consists precisely ofιw-t(i) wherei is anouter
position, i.e., not inside any (matched) call. We say thati is inside a call if there exists a callj with a matching returnk such
thatj < i ≤ k. If i is an outer position, then we shall callιw-t(i) anouternode in the treeTw̄ as well.

If i is an outer position which is not a matched call, then so isi + 1 andιw-t(i + 1) is the left successor ofιw-t(i). If i
is an outer position and a call withj > i being its matching return, then the left successor ofιw-t(i) on the infinite path is
ιw-t(j + 1). Furthermore, the subtreetw̄(i) which hasi as the root, its right child, and all the descendants of the right child
is finite and isomorphic toTw̄[i,j] (note thatw̄[i, j] has no pending calls/returns). Ifi an internal or pending call/return outer
position, we lettw̄(i) be a single node tree labeled asi in w̄.

Let w̄ now be an nestedω-word. For each outer positioni we letτ w̄m(i) be the rank-m type oftw̄(i). If i is not a matched
call, such a type is completely described byi’s label (which consists of a label inΣ and potentiallypcall or pret).

If j is not an outer position, andi is an outer position such thati < j ≤ k, wherek is the matching return ofi, thenτ w̄m(j)
is the rank-m type of(Tw̄[i, k], ιw-t(j)) (i.e., the rank ofTw̄[i, k] with a distinguished node corresponding toj).

Next, for an nestedω-word w̄, let s be a node inTw̄ such thats = ιw-t(i). Let i1, i2, . . . enumerate all the outer positions
of w̄, and assume thatip is such thatip ≤ i < ip+1 – that is,ιw-t(i) is a node in the subtreetw̄(ip). We now define a finite
words←m (w̄, s) of lengthp−1 such that its positions1, . . . , p−1 are labeledτ w̄m(i1), . . . , τ

w̄
m(ip−1), and anω-words→m (w̄, s)

such that its positions1, 2, . . . are labeled byτ w̄m(ip+1), τ
w̄
m(ip+2), . . .. Next the standard composition argument shows the

following.

Claim A.7 Let w̄, w̄′ be two nestedω-words, ands = ιw-t(i), s
′ = ιw-t(i

′) two nodes inTw̄ andTw̄′ such that:

(a) s←m (w̄, s) ≡m s←m (w̄′, s′);

(b) s→m (w̄, s) ≡m s→m (w̄′, s′);

(c) τ w̄m(i) = τ w̄
′

m (i′).

Then(Tw̄, s) ≡m (Tw̄′ , s′).

The win for Player II is straightforward. Ifi1, i2, . . . enumerate outer positions in̄w andip ≤ i < ip+1, then a move by
Player I, say, inTw̄, occurs either intw̄(j) with j < i, or in tw̄(i), or in tw̄(j) with j > i. Player II then selectsj′ so that
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the response is intw̄
′

(j′) according to his winning strategy in games either (a) or (b) (if j is in tw̄(i), thenj′ is in τ w̄
′

m (i′)),
and then, since the rank-m types oftw̄(j) and the chosentw̄

′

(j′) are the same, selects the actual response according to the
winning strategytw̄(j) ≡m tw̄

′

(j′).
Next we show how Claim A.7 proves thatFO is expressible in TLtree over infinite treesTw̄. First note that being an outer

node is expressible: since©←> is true in right children of matched calls, then

αouter = ¬
(

>S↓(©←>)
)

is true if no node on the path to the root is inside a call, that is, precisely in outer nodes.
Next note that for each rank-m typeτ of a tree there is a formulaβτ such that ifs = ιw-t(i) is an outer node ofTw̄, then

(Tw̄, s) |= βτ iff the rank-m type oftw̄(i) is τ . If i is not a matched call, then such a type is uniquely determinedby i’s label
and perhapspcall or pret, and thus is definable in TLtree.

If i is a matched call, the existence of such a formulaβτ follows from the fact the rank-m type of tw̄(i) is completely
determined by the label ofi and the rank-m typeτ ′ of the subtreetw̄0 (i) of tw̄(i) rooted at the right child ofs (recall that the
root has only (right) child, by the definition oftw̄(i)). Typeτ ′ is expressible in FO and, sincetw̄(i) is finite, is expressible in
TLtree as well by Lemma A.4. Furthermore, by the separation property of [18], it is expressible by a formulaβ′τ ′ that does
not use©↑ andS↓. This means that(Tw̄, s · 1) |= β′τ ′ iff the rank-m type oftw̄0 (i) is τ ′. Hence,βτ is expressible in TLtree

as a Boolean combination of propositional letters fromΣ and formulas©↓β′τ ′ . Note that in this case,βτ does not usepcall
andpret.

By Claim A.7, we need to express, for each nodes = ιw-t(i), the rank-m types ofs←m (w̄, s) ands→m (w̄, s) in TLtree over
Tw̄, as well as the rank-m type ofτ w̄(i), in order to express a quantifier-rankm formula, as it will be a Boolean combination
of such formulas. Givens, we need to defineιw-t(ip) – the outer position in whose scopes occurs – and then from that point
evaluate two FO formulas, defining rank-m types of words over the alphabet of rank-m types of finite trees. By Kamp’s
theorem, each such FO formula is equivalent to an LTL formulawhose propositional letters are rank-m types of trees.

Assume we have an LTL formulaγ expressing the rank-m typeτ0 of s→m (w̄, s). By Kamp’s theorem and the separation
property for LTL, it is written using only propositional letters, Boolean connectives,© andU (that is, no� andS). We now
inductively take conjunction of each subformula ofγ with ¬(©←>) (i.e., a TLtree formula which is true in left successors),
replace LTL connectives© andU by ©↓ andU↓, and replace each propositional letterτ by βτ , to obtain a TLtree formula
γ′. Then(Tw̄, ιw-t(ip)) |= γ′ iff s→m (w̄, s) has typeτ0. Thus, for a formula

γ′′ =
(

αouter ∧ γ
′
)

∨ ¬αouterS↓(αouter ∧ γ
′)

is true in(Tw̄, ιw-t(i)) iff the rank-m type ofs→m (w̄, s) is τ0.
The proof fors←m (w̄, s) is similar. Since this word is finite, by Kamp’s theorem and the separation property, there is an

LTL formula γ that uses�, S, propositional letters and Boolean connectives such thatγ evaluated in the last position of the
word expresses its rank-m type. Since there is exactly one path from each node to the root, to translateγ into a TLtree formula
γ′ we just need to replace propositional letters by the corresponding formulasβτ , and� by ©↑. Then, as for the case of
s→m (w̄, s), we have thatγ′ evaluated inιw-t(ip) expresses the type ofs←m (w̄, s). Then finally the same formula as in the case
of s→m (w̄, s) evaluated ins expresses that type.

Finally we need a TLtree formula that expressesτ w̄m(i), the rank-m type of tw̄(i), when evaluated in(Tw̄, ιw-t(i)). We
can split this into two cases. Ifαouter is true in ιw-t(i), then, as explained earlier, the rank-m type of tw̄(i) is a Boolean
combination of propositional letters, and thus definable.

So we now consider the case whenαouter is not true inιw-t(i). Thenτ w̄m(i) is given by a Boolean combination of formulas
that specify (1) the label ofip, and (2) the rank-m type of(tw̄0 (ip), s), the subtree oftw̄(ip) rooted at the child ofip with s as
a distinguished node. This type can be expressed by a formulaγ in TLtree overtw̄0 (ip) by [18]. Hence if inγ we recursively
take conjunction of each subformula with¬αouter, we obtain a formulaγ′ of TLtree that expresses the type of(tw̄0 (ip), s)
when evaluated in(Tw̄, s). Thus,τ w̄(i) is expressible by a Boolean combination of formulasγ′ and¬αouterS↓(αouter ∧ a)
wherea is a propositional letter.

This completes the proof of translation of FO into TLtree over nestedω-words, and thus the proof of the lemma. 2

Proof of Corollary 4.3

In the proof of Theorem 4.1, we show that every FO sentence over a nested word̄w can be translated into an FO sentence
over treeTw̄, and then, by the separation property of TLtree [18] is equivalent to a TLtree formula that does not useS↓ and©↑.
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Then, given that in the translation of TLtree into NWTLs we only useSσs in the rule(ϕS↓ψ)◦ = ϕ◦Sσsψ
◦, we see that the

equivalent NWTLs formula does not useSσs . Thus, given that in the proof of Lemma A.2, no since operatoris used in the
translations ofUσ

s into U
σ
ss andU

σ
ss into U

σ, the corollary follows for the finite case.
For the infinite case, we note that in the proof of Theorem 4.1,for the case of FO sentences we only need to specify the

type ofs→m (w̄, s) wheres is the root. Thus, one can see that in this case the use ofS↓ in TLtree formulas is not required, and
hence the resulting formulas are translated into NWTLs formulas withoutSσs .

Proof of Proposition 4.4

We shall look at finite nested words; the proof for the infinitecase applies verbatim. To evaluate a formulaϕ of NWTLfuture

in position i of a nested word̄w of lengthn one only needs to look at̄w[i, n]. That is, if w̄ and w̄′ of lengthn andn′

respectively are such that̄w[i, n] ∼= w̄[i′, n′], then(w̄, i) |= ϕ iff (w̄′, i′) |= ϕ for every formulaϕ of NWTLfuture.
Furthermore, for every collection of NWTLfuture formulasΨ = {ψ1, . . . , ψl}, one can find a numberk = k(Ψ) such that

w̄[i, n] ≡k w̄[i′, n′] implies (w̄, i) |= ψp ⇔ (w̄′, i′) |= ψp, for all p ≤ l.

In particular, ifbr stands for the word of lengthr in which all positions are labeledb and the matching relation is empty, we
derive that there are numbersk1 = k1(Ψ) andk2 = k2(Ψ) with k1 > k2 such that

bk1 |= ψp ⇔ bk2 |= ψp, for all p ≤ l.

Now consider the following NWTL formula:

α = ©µ> ∧ ©µ�a,

saying that the first position is a call, and the predecessor of its matching return is labeleda. We claim that this is not
expressible in NWTLfuture.

Assume to the contrary that there is a formulaβ of NWTLfuture equivalent toα. LetΨ be the collection of all subformulas
of β, includingβ itself, and letk1 andk2 be constructed as above. We now consider two nested wordsw̄1 andw̄2 of length
k1 + 2 whose underlying words arebabk1 of lengthn = k1 + 2, such that the matching relationµ1 of w̄1 has one edge
µ1(1, 3), and the matching relationµ2 of w̄2 has one edgeµ1(1, n+1−k2). In other words, the only return position ofw̄1 is
r1 = 3, and the only return position of̄w2 is r2 = n+ 1 − k2, and thusw̄1[r1, n] = bk1 andw̄2[r2, n] = bk2 . Further notice
that for everyi > 1 we havew̄1[i, n] ∼= w̄2[i, n].

Observe that(w̄1, 1) |= α and(w̄2, 1) |= ¬α.
We now prove by induction on formulas inΨ that for each such formulaγ we have(w̄1, 1) |= γ iff (w̄2, 1) |= γ, thus

proving thatβ andα cannot be equivalent.

• The base case of propositional letters is immediate.

• The Boolean combinations are straightforward too.

• Let γ = ©ψ. Then
(w̄1, 1) |= γ

⇔ (w̄1, 2) |= ψ
⇔ (w̄2, 2) |= ψ
⇔ (w̄2, 1) |= γ,

sincew̄1[2, n] ∼= w̄2[2, n].

• Let γ = ©µψ. Then
(w̄1, 1) |= γ

⇔ (w̄1, 3) |= ψ
⇔ bk1 |= ψ
⇔ bk2 |= ψ
⇔ (w̄2, n+ 1 − k2) |= ψ
⇔ (w̄2, 1) |= γ,

sinceψ ∈ Ψ.
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• Let γ = ϕU
σψ. Assume(w̄1, 1) |= γ. Consider three cases.

Case 1:(w̄1, 1) |= ψ. By the hypothesis(w̄2, 1) |= ψ and we are done.

Case 2: The witness forϕU
σψ occurs beyond the only return. Then(w̄1, 1) |= ϕ and(w̄1, r1) |= ϕU

σψ. Since
ϕU

σψ ∈ Ψ we have(w̄2, r2) |= ϕU
σψ, and by the hypothesis,(w̄2, 1) |= ϕ, so(w̄2, 1) |= ϕU

σψ.

Case 3: The witness forϕU
σψ occurs inside the call. Since for every positioni > 1 we have(w̄1, i) |= ϕ iff

(w̄2, i) |= ϕ and likewise forψ, the same summary path witnessesϕU
σψ in w̄2.

Thus,(w̄2, 1) |= γ.

Now assume(w̄2, 1) |= γ. In the proof of(w̄1, 1) |= γ is the same as above in Cases 1 and 2. For Case 3, assume that
in the path which is a witness forϕU

σψ the position in whichψ is true is the 2nd or the 3rd position in the word. Then
the same path witnesses(w̄1, 1) |= γ, as in the proof of Case 3 above. Next assume it is a position with indexj higher
than3 (which is still labeledb) whereψ first occurs. Thenϕ must be true in all positionsi with 3 ≤ i ≤ j in w̄2. Hence
ϕ is true in all such positions in̄w1 as well, and thus the summary path inw̄1 that skips the first call (i.e. jumps from1
to 3) witnessesϕU

σψ. Hence, in all the cases(w̄2, 1) |= γ implies(w̄1, 1) |= γ, which completes the inductive proof,
and thus shows the inexpressibility ofα in NWTLfuture. 2

Proof of Theorem 4.6

The translation from LTLµ +W into FO is similar to the translation used in the proof of Theorem 4.7. To prove the other
direction, we show how to translate NWTL into LTLµ +W . More precisely, for every formulaϕ in NWTL, we show how to
construct a formulaαϕ in LTLµ + W such that for every nested word̄w (finite or infinite) and positioni in it, we have that
(w̄, i) |= ϕ if and only if (w̄, i) |= αϕ.

Since LTLµ includes the same past modalities as NWTL,αϕ is trivial to define for the atomic formulas, Boolean combi-
nations and next and previous modalities:

α> := >,

αcall := call,

αret := ret,

αa := a,

α¬ϕ := ¬αϕ,

αϕ∨ψ := αϕ ∨ αψ,

α©ϕ := ©αϕ,

α©µϕ
:= ©µαϕ,

α�ϕ := �αϕ,

α�µϕ
:= �µαϕ.

Thus, we only need to show how to defineαϕUσψ andαϕSσψ. FormulaαϕUσψ is defined as:

αϕUσψ := αϕU
a (αψ ∨ (αϕ ∧©αψ) ∨W3(αψ ∧©> ∧ (¬ret → �(βScγ)) ∧ (ret → �µ(βS

cγ)))),

whereβ andγ are formulas defined as:

β := αϕS
a(αϕ ∧ ¬ret ∧�((αϕ ∧ ¬ret)S(αϕ ∧ call))),

γ := ¬�>.

Moreover, formulaαϕSσψ is defined as:

αϕSσψ := δSc(αϕS
aαψ),

whereδ is a formula defined as:

δ := αϕS
a(αϕ ∧ ¬ret ∧�((αϕ ∧ ¬ret)Scall)).

This concludes the proof of the theorem.
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Proof of Theorem 4.7

In order to prove Theorem 4.7 we use the composition argumentpresented below.
Let w̄ be a nested word andi an element inw̄. Let c1, . . . , cm, wherem ≥ 0, be all elements in̄w such that, for each

j ∈ [1,m], cj < i and there is an elementrj such thatµ(cj , rj) and i ≤ rj . Assume without loss of generality that
c1 < c2 < · · · < cm.

Fix k ≥ 0. Let Γ be the set of all rank-k types of nested words with one distinguished constant. We define the word
Ωk(w̄, i) = a0a1 · · · am over alphabetΓ × Γ as follows:

• The elementa0 is labeled with the tuple whose first component is the rank-k type of(w̄[1, c1 − 1], 1) and whose second
component is the rank-k type of(w̄[r1,∞], 1) if m 6= 0; otherwise, it is labeled with the tuple whose first component is
the rank-k type of(w̄[1, i− 1], 1) and whose second component is the rank-k type of(w̄[i,∞], 1)

• for each0 < j < m, the elementaj is labeled with the tuple whose first component is the rank-k type of(w̄[cj , cj+1 −
1], 1) and whose second component is the rank-k type of(w̄[rj+1, rj − 1], 1); and

• if m 6= 0 then the elementam is labeled with the the tuple whose first component is the rank-k type of(w̄[cm, i− 1], 1)
and whose second component is the rank-k type of(w̄[i, rm − 1], 1).

The following is our composition argument:

Lemma A.8 (Composition Method) Let w̄1 and w̄2 be two nestedω-words, and leti and i′ be two elements in̄w1 and
w̄2, respectively, that share the same label inΣ, and such thati is a call (resp., return) iffi′ is a call (resp., return). Then
Ωk(w̄1, i) ≡k+2 Ωk(w̄2, i

′) implies(w̄1, i) ≡k (w̄2, i
′).

Proof: First we need to introduce some terminology. Letw̄ be a nestedω-word andi a position inw̄. Assume elements
c1, . . . , cm, r1, . . . , rm are defined as above. With each elements of w̄ we associate an element[s] of Ωk(w̄, i) as follows:

• If m 6= 0 ands belongs tow̄[0, c1 − 1] or w̄[r1,∞] then[s] is the first element ofΩk(w̄, i). In such case we say that
w̄[0, c1 − 1] andw̄[r1,∞] are the left and right intervals represented by[s], respectively. Ifm = 0 ands belongs to
w̄[0, i− 1] or w̄[i,∞] then[s] is also the first element ofΩk(w̄, i). In such case we say thatw̄[0, i− 1] andw̄[i,∞] are
the left and right intervals represented by[s], respectively.

• If m 6= 0 ands belongs tow̄[cm, i− 1] or w̄[i, rm − 1] then[s] is the last element ofΩk(w̄, i). In such case we say that
w̄[cm, i− 1] andw̄[i, rm − 1] are the left and right intervals represented by[s], respectively.

• If m 6= 0 ands belongs tow̄[c`, c`+1 − 1] or w̄[r`+1, r` − 1], for some1 ≤ ` < m, then[s] is the(`+ 1)-th element of
Ωk(w̄, i). In such case we say thatw̄[c`, c`+1 − 1] andw̄[r`+1, r` − 1] are the left and right intervals represented by[s],
respectively.

We denote by[s]L and[s]R the left and right intervals represented by[s], respectively.
We now prove the lemma. For each roundj (0 ≤ j ≤ k) of thek-round game on(w̄1, i) and(w̄2, i

′), Player II’s response
bj in w̄2 to an elementaj in w̄1, played by Player I is defined as follows (the strategy for thecase when Player I picks a
point in w̄2 is completely symmetric). Assume that Player I plays element [aj ] in Ωk(w̄1, i) in the roundj of the (k + 2)-
round game onΩk(w̄1, i) andΩk(w̄2, i

′). Then given thatΩk(w̄1, i) ≡k+2 Ωk(w̄2, i
′), Player II uses her winning strategy

to choose a response[qj ] in Ωk(w̄2, i
′) to [aj ]. Thus, by definition ofΩk, we have that the right and left intervals represented

by [aj ] have the same rank-k type than the right and left intervals represented by[qj ] (with the first element distinguished
as a constant), respectively. Hence, ifaj belongs to the left interval represented by[aj ], then the Player II can find response
bj to aj according to the winning strategy for thek-round game on[aj ]L and[qj ]

L, and if aj belongs to the right interval
represented by[aj ], then the Player II can find responsebj to aj according to the winning strategy for thek-round game on
[aj ]

R and[qj ]
R.

Assume that for round0 ≤ j < k the elements played by following this strategy are (1)([p1], . . . , [pj ]) in Ωk(w̄1, i), (2)
([q1], . . . , [qj ]) in Ωk(w̄2, i

′), (3) (a1, . . . , aj) in w̄1, and (4)(b1, . . . , bj) in w̄2. We note that by definition of the strategy, for
everyi ∈ [1, j], we have thatai = pi or bi = qi. Since we assume that the[pj]’s and[qj ]’s are played according to a winning
strategy for Player II in the(k + 2)-round game onΩk(w̄1, i) andΩk(w̄2, i

′), it is the case that:

(Ωk(w̄1, i), [p1], . . . , [pj ]) ≡k−j+2

(Ωk(w̄2, i
′), [q1], . . . , [qj ]).
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By the way the strategy is defined, for each` ∈ [1, j], if āL` andāR` are the subtuples of(a1, . . . , aj) containing the elements
from (a1, . . . , aj) that belong to[a`]L and[a`]

R, respectively, then the corresponding subtuplesb̄L` and b̄R` of (b1, . . . , bj)
contain the elements from(b1, . . . , bj) that belong to[b`]L and[b`]

R, respectively. Further, by definition of the strategy, we
also have that([a`]L, āL` , 1) ≡k−j ([b`]

L, b̄L` , 1) and([a`]
R, āR` , 1) ≡k−j ([b`]

R, b̄R` , 1) (where 1 represents the first element
of the interval).

We now show how to define Player II’s response in the roundj+1. Let us assume without loss of generality that for round
j + 1 of the game on(w̄1, i) and(w̄2, i

′), Player I picks an elementaj+1 in w̄1 that belongs to the left interval represented
by [aj+1] (all the other cases can be treated in a similar way). Player II responsebj+1 in w̄2 is defined as follows. First, there
must be an element[s] in Ωk(w̄2, i

′) such that

(Ωk(w̄1, i), [p1], . . . , [pj], [pj+1]) ≡k−j+1

(Ωk(w̄2, i
′), [q1], . . . , [qj ], [s]),

wherepj+1 = aj+1. The latter, together with the way that the strategy is defined, implies that there is an elementb in [s]L

such that([aj+1]
L, ā′, aj+1, 1) ≡k−j−1 ([s]L, b̄′, b, 1), whereā′ is the subtuple of(a1, . . . , aj) containing all the elements in

(a1, . . . , aj) that belong to[aj+1]
L andb̄′ is the corresponding subtuple of(b1, . . . , bj). We then setbj+1 = b.

We show by induction that, for eachj ≤ k, if (a1, . . . , aj) and (b1, . . . , bj) are the firstj moves played by Player I
and Player II on(w̄1, i) and(w̄2, i

′), respectively, according to the strategy defined above, then ((a1, . . . , aj), (b1, . . . , bj))
defines a partial isomorphism between(w̄1, i) and(w̄2, i

′). This is sufficient to show that(w̄1, i) ≡k (w̄2, i
′).

Assumej = 0. Then it follows from the statement of the lemma thati andi′ share the same label inΣ, and thati is a call
(resp., return) iffi′ is a call (resp., return).

Assume that the property holds forj. Also assume without loss of generality that for the roundj + 1 of the game on
(w̄1, i) and(w̄2, i

′), Player I picks an elementaj+1 in w̄1 that belongs to the right interval represented by[aj+1] (all the
other cases can be treated in a similar way). We prove thatbj+1 as defined above preserves the partial isomorphism. It is
not hard to see thataj+1 = i iff bj+1 = i′. Indeed, assume first thati 6= rm. Then[aj+1] is the last element ofΩk(w̄1, i),
andΩk(w̄1, i) ≡k+2 Ωk(w̄2, i

′) implies that[bj+1] is the last element ofΩk(w̄2, i
′). Sinceaj+1 = i is the first element of

[aj+1]
R, bj+1 is the first element of[bj+1]

R, which isi′. Assume now thati = rm. Then both the last elements ofΩk(w̄1, i)
andΩk(w̄2, i

′) are of the form(τ, τε), whereτε is the rank-k type of the empty nested word. Thus,i′ is also a non-pending
return, and[aj+1] is the penultimate element ofΩk(w̄1, i). Since,Ωk(w̄1, i) ≡k+2 Ωk(w̄2, i

′), [bj+1] is the penultimate
element ofΩk(w̄2, i

′). But sincei′ is a non-pending return, it implies that the first element of the right interval associated
with the penultimate element ofΩk(w̄2, i

′) is alsobj+1 = i′.
Further, it is also clear that the label ofaj+1 in w̄1 is a iff the label ofbj+1 in w̄2 is a, for eacha ∈ Sigma. Next we

consider the remaining cases.

• Assume thataj+1 ∈ call. Then ([aj+1]
L, ā′, aj+1, 1) ≡k−j−1 ([bj+1]

L, b̄′, bj+1, 1), whereā′ is the subtuple of
(a1, . . . , aj) containing all the elements in(a1, . . . , aj) that belong to[aj+1]

L andb̄′ is the corresponding subtuple of
(b1, . . . , bj). This immediately implies thatbj+1 ∈ call. The converse is proved analogously.

• Assume thataj+1 ∈ ret. This is similar to the previous case.

• First, assume thataj+1 < a` holds for somè ∈ [1, j]. Sinceaj+1 belongs to[aj+1]
R, we have thata` belongs

to [a`]
R and, thus, we only need to consider the cases[a`] = [aj+1] and [aj+1] < [a`]. If [a`] = [aj+1], then

([a`]
L, a`, aj+1) ≡0 ([b`]

L, b`, bj+1) and, therefore,bj+1 < bl also holds. If[aj+1] < [a`], then[bj+1] < [b`] and,
thus,bj+1 < b` holds sinceb` andbj+1 belong to[b`]L and[bj+1]

L, respectively.

Second, assume thata` < aj+1 holds for somè ∈ [1, j]. We need to consider three cases:[a`] = [aj+1], [a`] < [aj+1]
and[aj+1] < [a`]. If [a`] = [aj+1], then([a`]

L, a`, aj+1) ≡0 ([b`]
L, b`, bj+1) and, therefore,b` < bj+1 also holds. If

[aj+1] < [a`], thena` belongs to[a`]L and[bj+1] < [b`] and, thus,b` < bj+1 holds sinceb` belongs to[b`]L while bj+1

belongs to[bj+1]
R. Finally, if [a`] < [aj+1], then[b`] < [bj+1] and, thus,b` < bj+1 holds sincebj+1 belongs to[bj+1]

R

and every element in[bj+1]
R is bigger than every element in either[b`]

R or [b`]
L.

• First, assume thatµ(aj+1, a`) holds for somè ∈ [1, j]. Sinceaj+1 belongs to the right interval represented by[aj+1],
we have that[a`] = [aj+1]. Thus, given that([a`]L, a`, aj+1) ≡0 ([b`]

L, b`, bj+1), we conclude thatµ(bj+1, b`) holds.

Second, assume thatµ(a`, aj+1) holds for somè ∈ [1, j]. We need to consider two cases. If botha` andaj+1 belong
to the same interval, then([a`]L, a`, aj+1) ≡0 ([b`]

L, b`, bj+1), and thus,µ(b`, bj+1) holds. Ifa` andaj+1 belong to
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αa(x) := Pa(x),

αcall(x) := call(x),

αret(x) := ret(x),

αint(x) := ¬call(x) ∧ ¬ret(x),

αpret(x) := ret(x) ∧ ¬∃yµ(y, x),

α¬ϕ(x) := ¬αϕ(x),

αϕ∨ψ(x) := αϕ(x) ∨ αψ(x),

α©ϕ(x) := ∃y (x < y ∧ ¬∃z(x < z ∧ z < y) ∧ αϕ(y)),

α©µϕ
(x) := ∃y (µ(x, y) ∧ αϕ(y)),

α�cϕ
(x) := ∃y∃z (y < x ∧ x < z ∧ µ(y, z) ∧ αϕ(y) ∧

∀u∀v(u < x ∧ x < v ∧ µ(u, v) → u = y ∨ u < y)),

αϕUψ(x) := ∃y ((x < y ∨ x = y) ∧ αψ(y) ∧

∀z(z < y ∧ (z = x ∨ x < z) → αϕ(z))),

αϕUaψ(x) := ∃y ((x < y ∨ x = y) ∧ αψ(y) ∧ ∀u∀v (u < y ∧ y < v ∧ µ(u, v) → u < x) ∧

∀z(z < y ∧ (z = x ∨ x < z) ∧ ∀u∀v (u < z ∧ z < v ∧ µ(u, v) → u < x) → αϕ(z))),

αϕScψ(x) := αψ(x) ∨ ∃y (y < x ∧ αcall(y) ∧ ∀z (µ(y, z) → x < z) ∧ αψ(y) ∧

∀z (((z = x) ∨ (αcall(z) ∧ z < x ∧ y < z ∧ ∀u (µ(z, u) → x < u))) → αϕ(z))),

αCϕ(x) := (¬∃y∃z (µ(y, z) ∧ y < x ∧ x < z) ∧ ∀z (¬∃u(u < z) → αϕ(z)[z,x]
´

∨

(∃y∃z (µ(y, z) ∧ y < x ∧ x < z ∧

∀u∀v(u < x ∧ x < v ∧ µ(u, v) → u = y ∨ u < y) ∧ αϕ(y)[y,x])),

αRϕ(x) := (¬∃y∃z (µ(y, z) ∧ y < x ∧ x < z) ∧ ∀z (¬∃u(z < u) → αϕ(x)[x,z]
´

∨

(∃y∃z (µ(y, z) ∧ y < x ∧ x < z ∧

∀u∀v(u < x ∧ x < v ∧ µ(u, v) → u = y ∨ u < y) ∧ αϕ(x)[x,z])).

Figure 1. Translating CaRet+ {C,R} into FO.

distinct intervals, then[a`] = [aj+1] + 1, a` is the first element of[a`]L andaj+1 is the first element of[aj+1]
R. Thus,

given that(Ωk(w̄1, i), [a`], [aj+1]) ≡1 (Ωk(w̄2, i
′), [b`], [bj+1]), it is the case that[b`] = [bj+1]+1. Furthermore, given

that the rank-k type of[a`]L is the same as the rank-k type of[b`]L with the first element distinguished as a constant, we
conclude thatb` is the first element of[b`]L. In the same way, we conclude thatbj+1 is the first element of[bj+1]

R and,
therefore,µ(b`, bj+1) holds.

This concludes the proof of the lemma. 2

We now present the proof of Theorem 4.7.

Proof of Theorem 4.7:We first show that every CaRet+ {R, C} formulaϕ is equivalent to anFO formulaαϕ(x) over nested
words, that is, for every nested word̄w (finite or infinite), we have(w̄, i) |= ϕ iff w̄ |= αϕ(i). The translation is standard and
can be done by recursively definingαϕ(x) from ϕ as shown in Figure A. In the following we assume that the FO formula
θ(x)[y,z] is therelativizationof θ(x) to elements in the interval[y, z], that is,θ(x)[y,z] is obtained fromθ(x) by replacing each
subformula of the form∃uβ with ∃u(y ≤ u∧u ≤ z∧β) and each subformula of the form∀uβ with ∀u(y ≤ u∧u ≤ z → β).

We now show the other direction, that is,FO ⊆ CaRet+{R, C}. We extend the vocabulary with an extra atomic predicate
min interpreted as the first element of each nested wordw̄. We start by proving this result forFO sentences (that is, we prove
that for everyFO sentenceϕ there is an CaRet+ {R, C} formulaψ, such thatw̄ |= ϕ iff (w̄, 1) |= ψ), and then extend it to
the case ofFO formulas with one free variable. Letϕ be an FO sentence. We use induction on the quantifier rank to prove
thatϕ is equivalent to an CaRet+ {R, C} formula.

For k = 0 the property trivially holds, asϕ is a Boolean combination of formulas of the formPa(min), min < min,
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min = min, andµ(min, min).
We now prove fork + 1 assuming that the property holds fork. Since everyFO sentence of quantifier rankk + 1 is a

Boolean combination ofFO sentences of the form∃xϕ(x), whereϕ(x) is a formula of quantifier rankk, we just have to
show how to express in CaRet+ {R, C} a sentence of this form.

Let Γ be the set of all rank-k types of nested words over alphabetΣ. By induction hypothesis, for eachτ ∈ Γ there is
an CaRet+ {R, C} formulaξτ such that(w̄, 1) |= ξτ iff the rank-k type ofw̄ is τ . It is not hard to see then that there is an
CaRet+ {R, C} formulaξ`τ such that(w̄, 1) |= ξ`τ iff the rank-k type ofw̄` is τ , wherew̄` is the nested word obtained from
w̄ by removing its last element (note that in order to constructξ`τ we require the temporal operator©).

LetΛ be the set of all rank-(k+2) types of words over alphabetΓ×Γ. We first construct, for eachλ ∈ Λ, an CaRet+{R, C}
formulaαλ over alphabetΣ such that,

(w̄, i) |= αλ ⇐⇒ the rank-(k + 2) type ofΩk(w̄, i) is λ,

for each nested word̄w and positioni of w̄.
Fix λ ∈ Λ. From Kamp’s theorem [12] there is an LTL formulaβλ over alphabetΓ × Γ such that a words satisfiesβλ

evaluated on its last element iff the rank-(k + 2) type of s is λ. By the separation property, we can assume thatβλ only
mentions past modalities� andS. Moreover, given thatϕSψ ≡ ψ ∨ (ϕ ∧ �(ϕSψ)), we can also assume thatβλ is a
Boolean combination of formulas of the form eitherϕ or�ψ, whereϕ does not mention any temporal modality andψ is an
arbitrary past LTL formula. Thus, since CaRet+ {R, C} is closed under Boolean combinations, to show how to defineαλ
from βλ, we only need to consider two cases: (1)βλ is an LTL formula overΓ × Γ without temporal modalities, and (2)βλ
is of the form�ψ, whereψ is an arbitrary past LTL formula overΓ × Γ. Next we consider these two cases.

• Assume thatβλ is an LTL formula without temporal modalities. Thenαλ is defined to beβ◦λ, where( )◦ is defined
recursively as follows. Given(τ, τ ′) ∈ Γ × Γ,

(τ, τ ′)◦ := (¬ret ∧ Cξ`τ ∧Rξ`τ ′) ∨

(ret ∧ Cξ`τ ∧ ξτε
),

with τε the rank-k type of the empty word. Furthermore, ifψ andϕ are LTL formulas without temporal modalities, then

(¬ϕ)◦ := ¬ϕ◦,

(ϕ ∨ ψ)◦ := ϕ◦ ∨ ψ◦.

• Assume thatβλ is a formula of the form�ϕ, whereϕ is an arbitrary past LTL formula. Thenαλ is defined to beβ?λ,
where( )? is defined recursively as follows. Given(τ, τ ′) ∈ Γ × Γ,

(τ, τ ′)? := (�c> ∧ Cξ`τ ∧©µRξ
`
τ ′) ∨

(¬�c> ∧ Cξ`τ ∧©µRξτ ′)

Furthermore, ifψ andϕ are past LTL formulas, then

(¬ϕ)? := ¬ϕ?,

(ϕ ∨ ψ)? := ϕ? ∨ ψ?,

(�ϕ)? := �c ϕ
?,

(ϕSψ)? := ϕ? S
c ψ?.

Now, let∃xϕ(x) be anFO sentence such that the quantifier rank ofϕ(x) is k. Then, from our composition methodϕ(x)
can be expressed in CaRet+{R, C} as the formula

∨

λ∈Λ′ αλ, whereΛ′ ⊆ Λ is the set of all rank-(k+2) types of words over
alphabetΓ × Γ that belong to{Ωk(w̄, i) | w̄ |= ϕ(i)}. Thus,∃xϕ(x) can be expressed as the following CaRet+ {R, C}
formula:>U (

∨

λ∈Λ′ αλ). This concludes the proof of the theorem.
Finally, from the composition method and the previous proofwe see that the equivalenceFO = CaRet+ {R, C} holds

for unary queries over nested words. 2
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Proof of Theorem 5.6

From the FO completeness of NWTL+, we have that NWTL+ +W can be translated into NWTL+. We show that at least
an exponential blow-up is necessary for such translation. More precisely, we construct a sequence{ϕn}n≥1 of NWTL+ +W
formulas of sizeO(n), such that the shortest NWTL+ formula that is equivalent toϕn is of size2Ω(n). Our proof is a
modification of similar proofs given in [9, 22]. AssumeΣ = {a0, . . . , an}, and letϕn be the following NWTL+ + W
formula (here,2σθ and

σ
θ are abbreviations for¬(>U

σ¬θ) and>S
σθ, respectively):

2
σ

(

call → W2
σ

(

(

n
∧

i=1

(ai ↔
σ
(ai ∧ ¬�>))) → (a0 ↔

σ
(a0 ∧ ¬�>))

))

.

It is not hard to see that̄w |= ϕn iff for every positionsi, j in w̄ such thatµ(i, j) holds, if positioǹ in w̄[i, j] coincides with
i ona1, . . . , an, then` also coincides withi ona0.

It is shown in Theorem 5.1 that for each NWTL+ formulaα, the language

Lα = { w̄ | w̄ is an nestedω-word such that̄w |= α }

is recognized by a nondeterministic nested word automaton with 2O(|α|) states. Thus, it is enough to show that every such
automaton forLϕn

requires at least22Ω(n)

states. LetA be a nondeterministic nested word automaton forLϕn
. Assume that

b0, . . . , b2n−1 is an enumeration of the symbols in2Σ\{a0}. For everyK ⊆ {0, . . . , 2n − 1} let w̄K be the wordc0 · · · c2n−1

over alphabet2Σ, where for eachi ≤ 2n − 1:

ci =

{

bi i ∈ K

bi ∪ {a0} otherwise

It is not hard to see that for eachK ⊆ {0, . . . , 2n − 1}, the nestedω-word (w̄ωK , µ), whereµ = {(cj , c3·2n−1−j) | 0 ≤
j ≤ 2n − 1}, is such that(w̄ωK , µ) |= ϕn. Let (q1K , q

2
K) and(q1K′ , q2K′) be pairs of states such that (1)A is in statesq1K and

q2K in an accepting run for(w̄ωK , µ) after reading2n and2 · 2n symbols fromw̄ωK , respectively, and (2)A is in statesq1K′

andq2K′ in an accepting run for(w̄ωK′ , µ) after reading2n and2 · 2n symbols fromw̄ωK′ , respectively. Next we show that
(q1K , q

2
K) 6= (q1K′ , q2K′) if K 6= K ′. On the contrary, assume that(q1K , q

2
K) = (q1K′ , q2K′). ThenA accepts(w̄K w̄K′w̄ωK , µ

′),
whereµ′ = {(cj , c3·2n−1−j) | 0 ≤ j ≤ 2n − 1}, which is a contradiction since(w̄K w̄K′w̄ωK , µ

′) 6|= ϕn. Given that the
number of differentK ’s is 22n

, the latter implies that the number of different pairs of states ofA is at least22n

. Thus, ifA
hasm states, thenm2 ≥ 22n

and, hence,m ≥ 22n−1

. Therefore, the number of different states ofA is at least22Ω(n)

. This
concludes the proof of the theorem.

Proof of Theorem 6.1

As we mentioned already, in the finite case this is a direct consequence of [19] so we concentrate on the infinite case. It is
more convenient for us to prove the result for ordered unranked forests in which a subtree rooted at every node is finite. The
way to translate a nestedω-word into such a forest is as follows: when a matched calli with µ(i, j) is encountered, it defines
a subtree withi as its root, andj + 1 as the next sibling (note that this is different from the translation into binary trees we
used before). Ifi is an internal position, or a pending call or a pending returnposition, then it has no descendants and its
next sibling isi+ 1. Matched returns do not have next sibling, nor do they have any descendants. The nodes in the forest are
labeled withcall, ret, and the propositions inΣ, as in the original nested word.

It is routine to define, in FO, relations�desc and�sib for descendant and younger sibling in such a forest. Furthermore,
from these relations, we can define the usual≤ andµ in nested words using at most3 variables as follows. Forx ≤ y, the
definition is given by

(y �desc x) ∨ ∃z
(

x �desc z ∧ ∃x
(

z ≺sib z ∧ y �desc x
)

)

and forµ(x, y), by
(y �desc x) ∧ ∀z

(

(z �desc x) → ∃x(x = z ∧ x ≤ y)
)

.

Thus, it suffices to prove the three-variable property for such ordered forests, which will be referred to asA, B, etc. We
shall use pebble games. LetG

v
m(A, a1, b1,B, b1, b2) be them-move,v-pebble game on structuresA andB where initially
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pebblesxi are placed onai in A andbi in B. Player II has a winning strategy forGv
m(A, a1, b1,B, b1, b2) iff A, a1, a2 and

B, b1, b2 agree on all formulas with at mostv variables and quantifier-depthm. We know from [13] that to prove Theorem
6.1, it suffices to show the following,

Claim A.9 For all k, if Player II has a winning strategy for the gameG3
3k+2(A, a1, a2;B, b1, b2). Then she also has a

winning strategy for the gameGk
k(A, a1, a2;B, b1, b2).

We will show how Player II can win thek-pebble game by maintaining a set of 3-pebble sub-games on which she will
copy Player I’s moves and decide on good responses using her winning strategy for these smaller 3-pebble games. The choice
of these sub-games will partition the universe|A| ∪ |B| so that each play by Player I in thek-pebble game will be answered
in one3-pebble game. This is similar to the proof that linear orderings have the 3-variable property [13].

The subgames,G3
m(A, a1, a2;B, b1, b2), that Player II maintains will all bevertical in whicha2 �desc a1 andb2 �desc b1

hold, orhorizontalin whicha1 ≺sib a2 andb1 ≺sib b2 hold.
The following lemma gives the beginning strategy of Player II in which she replaces an arbitrary game configuration with

a set of configurations each of which is vertical or horizontal.

Lemma A.10 If Player II winsG
3
m+4(A, a1, a2;B, b1, b2). Then there are pointsa′1, a

′
2 fromA andb′1, b

′
2 fromB such that

Player II wins the horizontal gameG3
m+2(A, a

′
1, a
′
2;B, b

′
1, b
′
2) and the vertical gamesG3

m+2(A, a
′
i, ai;B, b

′
i, b
′
i) for i = 1, 2.

Proof: For this proof sinceA andB are fixed, we will describe a game only by listing the chosen points, e.g.,(a1, a2; b1, b2).
We simulate two moves of the game,G

3
m+4(a1, a2; b1, b2), in which we choose Player I’s moves and then Player II answers

according to her winning strategy. Letu + v denote the least common ancestor ofu andv. First, we have Player I place
pebblex3 ona′1, the unique child ofa1 + a2 that is an ancestor ofa1. (Note that ifa′1 = a1 then this move can be skipped
and similarly for the second move ifa′2 = a2.) Player II answers by placingx3 on some pointb′1. Second, Player I should
move pebblex1 from a1 to a′2, the unique child ofa1 + a2 that is an ancestor ofa2. Player II movesx1 to some pointb′2.

Since Player II has moved according to her winning strategy,we have that she still has a winning strategy for the three
games in the statement of the lemma. Furthermore, sincea′1 anda′2 are siblings and we have two remaining moves,b′1 and
b′2 must be siblings as well. 2

Using Lemma A.10 we initially partition the universe according to four subgames:

• (ar, ap; br, bp) with domain everything not belowap or bp. Hereap = a1 + a2, i.e., the parent ofa′1, bp = b1 + b2, i.e.,
the parent ofb′1 andar andbr are the roots ofA andB, (the roots are not necessary but then the subgames are all on
horizontal or vertical pairs), or

• (a′1, a1; b
′
1, b1) with domain everything belowa′1 or b′1,

• (a′2, a2; b
′
2, b2), with domain everything belowa′2 or b′2,

• (a′1, a
′
2; b
′
1, b
′
2), with the remaining domain.

We now have to explain, inductively, how all moves of Player Iin thek-pebble game are answered by Player II and how,
in the process, the universe is further partitioned. We inductively assume that Player II has a winning strategy for eachof the
3-pebble, m-move sub-games. There are two cases:

Vertical: Player I places a new pebble on a pointa that is in the domain of a vertical game:(a1, a2; b1, b2). We thus
know thata1 is a proper ancestor ofa. The interesting case is where neither ofa anda2 is above the other so, without loss of
generality, assume thata < a2. We placex3 ona′2, the child ofa+ a2 that is abovea2. Let Player II move according to her
winning strategy, placingx3 on some pointb′2. We split the original game into(a1, a

′
2; b1, b

′
2) and(a′2, a2; b

′
2, b2) so Player

II has a winning strategy for these 3-pebble,m − 1 move sub-games. Next, in the(a1, a
′
2; b1, b

′
2) game we placex3 on ap,

the parent ofa′2 and we let Player II answer according to her winning strategy, placingx3 on some point,bp. We then split
off the game(a1, ap; b1, bp).

Returning to the game(a1, a
′
2; b1, b

′
2), we have Player I placex3 ona′, the sibling ofa′2 abovea, and let Player II answer

according to her winning strategy, placingx3 on some point,b′.
Finally, we let Player I movex1 to a, and let Player II reply withx1 on some pointb.
The sub-games are thus:(a1, ap; b1, bp), (a′, a′2; b

′, b′2), (a′, a; b′, b), and(a′2, a2; b
′
2, b2) and Player II has winning strate-

gies for theG3
m−3 game on all of them.
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Horizontal: In this case, we have the configuration,(a1, a2; b1, b2), consisting of a pair of siblings. The only interesting
case occurs when Player I puts a new pebble on some vertex,a, s.t.a1 < a < a2. In this case, we have Player I place pebble
x3 ona′, the sibling ofa1 abovea. Player II will place pebblex3 on some vertex,b′, which must be a sibling ofb1 andb2.

Next, in the game belowa′ andb′, we let Player I place pebblex2 ona and we let Player II answer according to her winning
strategy in this game, placingx2 on some vertex,b. The domain of the original configuration is thus split into domains for
three sub-games:(a1, a

′; b1, b
′), (a′, a2; b

′, b2), and(a′, a; b′, b). On each of these, Player II has a winning strategy for the
3-pebble,m− 2 move game.

We now complete the proof that Player II winsG
k
k(a1, a2; b1, b2). Whenever Player I places a new pebble on some point,

saya, in the original game, Player II will answer as described above, i.e., in one of the little games we will have Player II
winsG

3
3r(a, a

′; b, b′) where there arer moves remaining in the big game.
Player II then answers in the big game by placing the corresponding pebble onb. To see that the resulting moves are a

win for Player II, we must just consider any two pebbled points, ai, aj ∈ A, andbi, bj ∈ B. If they came from the same
sub-game, then they agree on relations�desc,≺sib because Player II wins the sub-game. Otherwise,ai, bi came from one
sub-game,Gi, andaj , bj came from another sub-game,Gj . By our choice of the domains and transitivity of�desc,≺sib, it
thus follows thatai, aj stand in the same relation with respect to�desc,≺sib asbi, bj do. 2

Proof of Theorem 6.2

The translation from unary-NWTL intoFO2 is standard and can be done with negligible blow-up in the size of the formula,
so we concentrate on the other direction. The proof generalizes the proof of an analogous result for unary temporal logicover
words from [9].

Given anFO2 formulaϕ(x) the translation procedure works a follows. Whenϕ(x) is atomic, i. e., of the forma(x), it
outputsa. Whenϕ(x) is of the formψ1 ∨ ψ2 or ¬ψ—we say thatϕ(x) is composite—it recursively computesψ′1 andψ′2,
or ψ′ and outputsψ′1 ∨ ψ′2 or ¬ψ′. The two cases that remain are whenϕ(x) is of the form∃xϕ∗(x) or ∃y ϕ∗(x, y). In
both cases, we say thatϕ(x) is existential. In the first case,ϕ(x) is equivalent to∃y ϕ∗(y) and, viewingx as a dummy free
variable inϕ∗(y), this reduces to the second case.

In the second case, we can rewriteϕ∗(x, y) in the form

ϕ∗(x, y) = β(χ0(x, y), .., χr−1(x, y), ξ0(x), .., ξs−1(x), ζ0(y), .., ζt−1(y))

whereβ is a propositional formula, each formulaχi is an atomic order formula, each formulaξi is an atomic or existential
FO2 formula withqdp(ξi) < qdp(ϕ), and each formulaζi is an atomic or existentialFO2 formula withqdp(ζi) < qdp(ϕ).

In order to be able to recurse on subformulas ofϕ we have to separate theξi’s from theζi’s. We first introduce a case
distinction on which of the subformulasξi hold or not. We obtain the following equivalent formulationfor ϕ:

∨

γ∈{>,⊥}s

(
∧

i<s

(ξi ↔ γi) ∧ ∃y β(χ0, . . . , χr−1, γ0, . . . , γs−1, ζ0, . . . , ζt−1)) .

We proceed by a case distinction on which order relation holds betweenx andy, wherex ≤ y. We consider mutually
exclusive cases, determined by the following formulas, which we callorder types.

• Ψ0 is x = y.

• For eacht ∈ T , Ψt is St(x, y).

• For eacht ∈ T , Φt is ∃z (St(x, z) ∧ z <t y).

• Let o = t1, t2, . . . tk be a sequence overT such that2 ≤ k ≤ 5, all ti’s are distinct, and a call never appears before
return (that is, ifti = c thentj 6= r for j > i). ThenΨo stands for

∃z1, z
′
1, z2, z

′
2, . . . zk (St1(x, z1) ∧ z1 ≤T1 z′1 ∧ S

t2(z′1, z2) ∧ z2 ≤T2 z′2 ∧ · · · ∧ zk ≤Tk y )

where for1 ≤ i ≤ k, the setTi equals the set{t1, t2 . . . ti}, but withr removed if bothc andr belong to this set.
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We claim that these order types are mutually exclusive and complete, and are expressible in unary-NWTL (and hence, in
FO2). First, let us show that the order types form a disjoint partition, meaning for all pairs(x, y) such thatx ≤ y, we have
exactly one of these relationships holding true. To see this, supposex < y. Then eitherSt(x, y) holds for some typet (and
the successor relationsSt’s are disjoint), or there is a path fromx to y that uses at least two edges. The key observation is
that a path fromx to y is a summary path iff the path does not contain a call edge followed later by a return edge. Also,
there is a unique summary path fromx to y. We can now classify the paths by the edge types that this unique summary path
contains, and the order in which they first appear in the path.For example,Φc(x, y) holds when there is a path fromx to y
using 2 or more call edges;Φc,cir(x, y) holds when there is a path fromx to y which begins with a call edge, uses at least
one call-interior-return summary edge, and uses only thesetwo types of edges;Φr,i,c(x, y) holds when there is a path from
x to y that can be split into three consecutive parts: a part containing only return edges, a part containing at least one internal
and only internal and return edges, and a part containing at least one call and only call and internal edges. Note that someof
these order types are empty: for example, two summary edges can never follow one another, and henceΦcr(x, y) can never
hold. Emptiness of some of the order types is not relevant to the proof.

When we assume that one of these order types is true, each atomic order formula evaluates to either> or⊥, in particular,
each of theχi’s evaluates to either> or ⊥; we will denote this truth value byχτi . For example, whenΨcr(x, y) holds then
(1)St(x, y) is true fort = cr and fasle fort 6= cr, and (2)≤Γ is true ifΓ containscr or if Γ contains bothc andr, and false
otherwise.

We can finally rewriteϕ as follows, whereΥ stands for the set of all order types:

∨

γ∈{>,⊥}s

(
∧

i<s

(ξi ↔ γi) ∧
∨

τ∈Υ

∃y(τ ∧ β(χτ0 , . . . , χ
τ
r−1, γ, ζ))) .

If τ is an order type,ψ(x) an FO2 formula, andψ′ an equivalent unary-NWTL formula, there is a way to obtain a
unary-NWTL formulaτ〈ψ〉 equivalent to∃y(τ ∧ ψ(y)), as follows. Assume thatx ≤ y.

• For the order typeΨ0, τ〈ψ′〉 isψ′ itself.

• For eacht ∈ T , for the order typeΨt, τ〈ψ′〉 is ©t
ψ′.

• For eacht ∈ T , for the order typeΦt, τ〈ψ′〉 is©t©t
3{t}ψ′.

• For order typeΨo, whereo = t1, t2, . . . tk is a sequence overT , τ〈ψ′〉 is ©t13T1©t2 · · ·3Tkψ′, where for1 ≤ i ≤
k ≤ 5, the setTi equals the set{t1, t2 . . . ti}, but withr removed if bothc andr belong to this set.

The case corresponding to past opeartors is analogous. Our procedure will therefore recursively computeξ′i for i < s and
ζ′i(x) for i < t and output

∨

γ∈{>,⊥}s

(
∧

i<s

(ξ′i ↔ γi) ∧
∨

τ∈Υ

τ
〈

β(χτ0 , .., χ
τ
r−1, γ, ζ

′
0(x), . . . , ζ

′
t−1(x))

〉

) . (2)

Now we verify that|ϕ′| andodp(ϕ′) are bounded as stated in the theorem. Note that the size|ϕ′| is measured by viewing
the unary-NWTL formula as a DAG, i.e., sharing identical subformulas. Thatodp(ϕ′) ≤ 10 qdp(ϕ) is easily seen from the
operator depth in the translation table above. The proof that |ϕ′| ≤ 2c|ϕ|(qdp(ϕ)+1) for some constantc is inductive on the
quantifier depth ofϕ. The base case is trivial, and the only interesting case in the inductive step is whenϕ is of the form
∃yϕ∗(x, y) as above. In this case, we have to estimate the length of (2). There are2s ≤ 2|ϕ| possibilities forγ in (2), and
each disjunct in (2) has length at mostd |ϕ| maxi<s,j<t(|ξ

′
i|, |ζ

′
j |) for some constantd. By induction hypothesis, the latter is

bounded byd |ϕ| 2c|ϕ|qdp(ϕ), which implies the claim, providedc is chosen large enough.
It is straightforward to verify that our translation toϕ′ can be computed in time polynomial in|ϕ′|.
Model checking of unary-NWTL can be achieved with the same complexity as for NWTL using a variant of the tableaux

construction in Section 5.
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